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Not Much Change
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FATAL WRECK

NORTHERN

tell. There was bo much kicking
about drouth and hard times that 1
supposed there was some grounds tot
the belief that I would be doing well
if I broke even last year, with the
business of the year before. I look
for 1911 to be the most prosperous
year Las Vega3 has ever had."
BANKING

LAWS

LAX

PACIFIC
NORTH
INTO

FAILED
THOSE

3 CONCERNS

FINED FOR

CHIEFTAIN
Tex., Jan.

SHOT

a ENEMY OF

EXCESSIVE

REBATING

REBEL

D

ilADICALS ARE DEFEATED
Denver, Jan. 4. With the democrats in control of both houses, the
general assembly of Colorado con
vened at noon today.
George
of Denver, was elected speaker of the house at last night's democrats caucus, at which the "platform" democrats were signally de
NEW
YORK
GOVERNOR
PENALTIES AGGREGATING $80,000 feated. William J.
DE
Adams, of Conejos,
CLARES IT IS NEXT DOOR TO
ASSESSED BY FEDERAL
was elected, president pro tem of the
COURT
CRIMINALITY
senate. The defeat of the "platform"
democrats In caucus presages that lit
tle or nothing in the way of radical
GOVERNMENT PROSECUTED legislation will be enacted at this ses THE BREEDER OF CORRUPTION

Oklahoma ICty, Okla., Jan. 4. Senator Roddie has introduced in the
legislature a bill amending the Oklahoma banking laws. The bill provides nho that assessments for the
COAST LIMITED CRASHES
gvaianty fund shall be left on deREAR OF BURLINGTON
posit in the bank which pays them,
TRAIN
nnd f .late banks shall not carry more
than 10 per cent of their reserve
TO GET IN THE CLEAR funds in a baijk, the deposits of
which me not guaranteed by the
state guaranty fund.
DEFENDANTS
KILLED WERE TRAINMEN

AND MAIL AND EXPRESS

and minimum provisions,
great
measure o! reciprocity,
and the
tariff board, the first step in which
I think a great reform."

CITY EDITION

TAXATION

sion.
EMPIRE

WERE TWO RAILROADS AND BETHLEHEM
STEEL COMPANY

A

STATE'S

FAVORS

EXECUTIVE

PROGRESSIVE

LEG-

authorities sharply, saying that En
glishmen have been made to appear
ridiculous. It now develops that two
men he'd the tenement house against
several hundred police, two and a
half companies of Scots Guards, a detachment of horse artillery with two
machine guns and a Gatling and the
fire brigades to say nothing of tens of
thousands who lent moral supporVex-presseIn vociferous cheers.
,

EBERHARDT URGES REFORMS
h
St. Paul, Minn.,
Jan.

houses of the Minnesota legislature AMERICAN MINE
OWNERS BACK
met in joint session today to witness
OF MEXICO AND HONDURAN
the Inauguration of Governor Adolph
UPRISINGS
Bberhardt. In hla message, Governor
Eberhardt declared that there are too
many state boards and commissions CHICAGO THE HEADQUARTERS
for the same objects and he recommended material changes. He also
attacked the fee system of salary and STARTLING DISCOVERY ALLEGED
TO HAVE BEEN MADE BY
recommended that the size of the
state legislature be reduced.
GOVERNMENT

MANUFACTURERS
FRIENDSHIP

SHIFTS

100

COMMISSIONERS

IS

THE

ORDER HIGHWAY

SODDEN

SOUTHEAST

forty-secon-

REOPENED

d

SENATOR LODGE

ALIEN CRIMINALS

REVIEWS HIS

BLAMED FOR

RECORD

MURDERS

.

THE U. S.

4A-Bot-

-

WINTRY WEATHER

FINANCED IN

d

SOUTHERN GIRL WEDS
ISLATION
El Paso,
Praxcldes
CLERKS
Knoxville, Tenn., Jan. 4. At a
of
leader
of
Los
Giierrerro,
Angeles,
brilliant military wedding here today
GALLAGHER DECLARED SANE
the insurrectos in northern Chihua
Miss Alice Marshall, daughter of Mr. NOMINATIONSBY PRIMARY
AND
TRIED
FOUND
GUILTY
MANY PASSENGERS INJURED
hua, was killed at Janos by rurals
Jersey
City, N. J., Jan. 4. James
and Mrs. John Scruggs Brown of this
the attempted slayer of
Monday, according to information re
Gallagher,
and
former
of
city
granddaughter
U. S. SENATORS
ALSO WANTS
HELLARD OF PHILADEL
who was declared sane
COLLISION AT .CHENEY, WASH., ceived here from Guadalppe Zozaja, JUDGE
Mayor
Gaynor,
Governor Marshall of Minnesota, beCHOSEN BY DIRECT VOTE
PHIA PASSED SENTENCE
jefe politico. Zozaja retaliated for be
yesterday by a Jury, was placed on
EARLY TODAY MAY HAVE
came the bride of Lieutenant Chestrial today before Justice Swayze
OF PEOPLE
ing taken prisoner and required
ON THEM
ter Paddox Mills, of. the Eleventh
CLAIMED 13 LIVES
pay $1,000 ransom by directing
charged with intent to kill Street
cavalry, U. S. Ai The bridegroom '8
attack on the insurgents.
Commissioner Edwards, at
Cleaning
N.
4.
son
In
Jan.
his
Y.,
of
Hel4.
the
Albany,
General
Jan.
commander
Mills,
Philadelphia,
Judge
Spokane, Wash., Jan. 4. While
same
the
time
he attempted to assasmessage to the state legislature tolard In the United States district of the department of the Gulf.
Burlington passenger train was taking
sinate
Mayor
Gaynor.
AGovernor
Dix
John
called
day,
court today fined the Philadelphia &
the siding at Oheney, Wash., early
special attention to the gradually in
and Lehigh Valley railroad
Reading
this morning, to allow the Northern
creasing state debt. This, he said,
and the Bethlehem Steel
companies
Pacific North Coast Limited to pass,
unquestionably represented excessive
company f 4 0,000 each on charges of
the, limited, running at full speed,
taxation and "excessive taxation is
unlawful rebating. The government
crashed into the rear Pullman which
next door to criminality, for It in-- ,
was, the prosecutor.
had not cleared
the main track.
evitably breeds extravagance, waste
TO
Three coaches were wrecked. The
and criminal corruption." The goverSOME FAST BASKETBALL
engineer and fireman of the Limited
nor recommended a direct nominations
Arrangements have been completed
and two express and two mail clerks
law and the election of United States
by the management of the Orientals
are missing. They are believed to be
senators by direct vote of the peobasketball team for a game with the
dead in the wreckage. A number of WOOL GROWERS SEE ULTERIOR
ple.
The game
Athletics of Santa Fe.
tralnment and passengers are report
will be played
in the Ancient City
MOTIVE IN SOLICITUDE
FREEZING TEMTERATURE IS RE
ed to be seriously injured.
GENERAL THOMAS
OF TRAVEL OVER
RESUMPTION
RETIRES
21. The Athletics are a fast
January
MANIFESTED
At 9:15 this morning five dead had
PORTED IN FLORIDA AND
4. After
Jan.
a
Washington,
bunch of players and have been prac
OLD ROAD LEADING WEST
been found and it is reported eight
ORANGE CROP SUFFERS
career of many years of faithful serticing hard since the opening of the
FROM LOWER GALLINAS
more bodies are in the wreck, making
Portland, Ore., Jan. 4. The solici season.
vice as an officer of the United
1.
trounced
Fe
Santa
the
They
tude that is being manifested by the
thirteen killed.
Karl
States army, Brigadier General
4.
tem
Kansas
Jan.
but
that
doesn't
City,
Rising
school,
high
signify
At their regular monthly meeting
manufacturing end of the wool in much as the Ancient City Highs got peratures reported throughout the D. Thomas, recently In command of
commissioner
of Colorado, was yesterday the countyof a number of
dustry lest an interference with, the two of the worst beatings in their southwest this morning show the ex- the department
AMATEUR DIAMOND THIEF
granted the petition
tariff may wreak disaster upon wool
on
on
retired
the
list
placed
today
weather
of the last three
career a couple of weeks ago. tremely cold
citizens of .the county and ordered the
Marion, O., Jan, 4 Robert P. Crist, products is not taken seriously by the young
The Orientals have been practicing days is endingSs abruptly as It began. account of age. The vacancy caused reopening of the road leading west
19 years old, a student at Ohio Weaannual
to
the
delegates
consistently and will be in good con It was sixteen above here this morn in the list of brigadier generals by
the village of Lower Galllnas
leyan university, yesterday made an convention of the National Wool dition for the game. The Orientals ing and the mercury is rising at the the retirement of Gen. Thomas Is to from
which has been closed for some time.
unsuccessful attempt to steal atry Growers' association, which opened will
filled
Colonel
be
the
of
by
promotion
go to Albuquerque soon to meet rate of two degrees an hour.
the
of diamonds worth $5,000 from
here today. According to many dele the Occidentals, arrangements for the
Walter S. Schuyler, of the Fifth At their last regular meeting
commissioners were asked to take
jewelry store here. He intimidated gates the profession of friendship is game now being in process of formacavalry.
Cold In Oklahoma
such action. They desired time to
the girl clerk with a revolver and too sudden and savors too much of tion.
make an investigation, however, and
to
be
dashed from the store, only
Tulsa, Okla., Jan. 4. The cold wave
ulterior motives. But that tie wool
their decision until yester
reserved
at
The
river
a
Arkansas
here.
continues
to
after
persons
pursuit by
caught
growers are unequivocallypposed
day. Several citizens of the part of
is frozen over, the ice being three
tracted by the girl's cries. TheyoutVg any change in the wool tariff Is evithe county affected by the closing of
inches thick. Cattle on the ranges are
mother, Mrs. Rose Potter, now llvlag denced on every hand. Nearly every
of road were present and made stateat Delaware, O., is an evangelist. He delegate says u reduction in the wool
suffering.
ments at the request of the commis
an
maintain
to
expen tariff
wanted money
jould spell disaster to the
sioners.
sive manner of living, which hs re sheep raisers.
Freezing in Florida
The road runs through the property
cently adopted.
Washington, Jan. 4. Florida, the
of Jose Martinez, who purchased the
land of flowers and sunshine, is in
CLAIMS ROBIN IS INSANE
ranca not long ago. In their inquiries
the grip "of cold weather and by night
New York, Jan. 4. Dr. Louise Rob- the commissioners learned that MarBUTLER RESIGNS AS
the cold wave will have swept as far
inov'teh has filed a petition praying
tinez had agreed to leave the road
for the appointment of a commission VOTED FOR NEW TARIFF LAW south as Miami, on the extreme south LONDON GREATLY WROUGHT UP open when he purchased the land. The
OVER BATTLE WITH ANMANAGERTRACTIONCO. to pass uion the mental competency
portion of the mainland. Today the
road was much used and it is said
AS IT WAS BETTER THAN
thermometer was at the freezing point
of Joseph G. Robin, her brother, who
ARCHIST GANG
it would work a hardship on a conOLD STATUTE
at Jacksonville and twelve to fouris under indictment charged with the
siderable number of people if it were
ON FEBRUARY 1, HE WILL GOTO
teen below freezing in the northwestto remain closed.
larceny of $90,000 from the Washing
Jan.-4excitement
Public
London,
Boston, Jan. 4. His own record 01 ern part of the state. Great damage
DENVER TO ENGAGE IN
ton Savings Bank, of which he was
business was transacted
Little
battle
and
down
over
the
hunting
eighteen years- of service in the to the orange crop has been done.
The
.
BUSINESS
a routine nature.
from
aside
president.
with the band of anarchists of
United States senate was reviewed
meet again Janu
will
commissioners
reThe
continues
great.
last night by Senator Henry Cabot
It was announced yesterday that
mains of another body were found in ary 11 to name judges to serve ai
PERU ACCEPTS ARBITRATION
EIGHT MINERS PERISH
before a large
address
an
in
Lodge
the election for the adoption or reE. C. Butler, manager of the Las VeJan. 4. Peru . haa the ruins today, which are believed
Sidney, B- - C, Jan. 4. Eight min- audience, including many members of
Lima,
Peru,
B. Painter." jection of the constitution on Janugas Railway & Power company, has ers lost their lives today through an the state legislature.
agreed to submit its boundary dis to be those of "Peter
headary 21. They will also meet January
to
the
sent his resignation
"I have been invited here to speak pute with Ecudaro to the Hague trib- Neither he nor "Dutch Fritz", the
explosion of gas in No. 3 colliery of
New
in
of
the
showed
ever
company
comof
leaders
quarters
signs 17 to canvass the vote at the election
the gang,
the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal
upon questions connected with the unal.
for justices of the peace and conYork. The resignation is to become
honest
of
according
work,
any
doing
pany's mines here.
approaching election of a senator by
time
at
which
who
1,
effective February
to a member of the club
gave stables, which will be held January
of Massachusetts,"
the legislature
Mr. Butler will go to' Denver, where
both 9.
"I
think
clew.
their
the police
said Senator Lodge. "I come with
in
tie expects to engage extensively
used anarchy as a mask for their
I
unfeigned reluctance fon, while
AS HEAD OF
the coal and coke business. Mr. But- QUITS
crimes," he said. It Is established
in
and
wide
a
(have
experience
long
ler has been manager of the Las Vewomen were associated with the THOUSANDS PERISH
that
1
have never yet
public speaking,
STEEL CORPORATION learned to speak in favor of my own
gas Railway & Power company and
operations of the gang, and three wothe Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light
men suspects are now in custody.
election.
IN EARTHQUAKE
& Power company for nearly three
Five policemen, a sergeant in the
would
reason
it
"Without
strong
COREY
E.
WILLIAM
Scots Guards and half a dozen specyears. Though making his headquart- PRESIDENT
ill become me now, after having been
TENDERS RESIGNATION
ers in Albuquerque, Mr. Butler has
were wounded by bullets dur- HORRIFYING LOSS OF LIFE RE- tators
honored with the confidence of the
been a frequent visitor here, he and
NO SUCCESSOR
battle, most of them
so
ing
for
yesterday's
Massachusetts
.
long
PORTED IN RUSSIAN
people of
Mrs. Butler often driving to Las
and five firemen were
rule.
slightly,
this
only
from
to
a
depart
period
TURKESTAN
THIRTY JOBS IN THREE MONTHS
Vegas in their motor car. Under Mr.
injured, two seriously, in the collapse
New York, Jan. 4. William E. But a compelling reason exists in the
BANDITS
OVER
NET
improvemany
management
Butler's
of the burning building.
going far beyond
Corey, president of the United States nisrepresentation,
Taspkent, Asiatic Russia, Jan. 4.
$100,000
ments have been made In the local Steel
XA mysterious
tragedy uncovered
has resigned, and the ordinary misrepresentation that
corporation,
hit
violent earthquake occurred this
service.
electric
and
car
street
light
Sunday, is believed to have been the
it is probable he will have no suc- disfigures all public life, which has
'in various points of Russian
morning
An vet no successor to Mr. Butler
A
committed
the
4.
crime
gang.
State Bank last
by
Topeka, Kan., Jan.
cessor. His resignation was announc- been poured out upon me."
There were many fatali
Turkestan.
has been namedAfter explaining at length his vote Commissionev J. N. Dolley reports Jew, Joseph Beron, who had lived ties
ed late yesterday afternoon by Albert
loss of life is not yet
the
though
was
rendezvous
H. Gary, chairman of the board of di- on various other measures, Senator that during the. last three months, near the anarchista
known. Great fissures opened in the
been
has
London
mrudered.
found
one
efbanks
been
have
in
robbed,
rectors of the corporation to take
thirty
Lodge took up the tariff, ' saying
RECORD YEAR'S BUSINESS
a
of twenty-thre- e
'" '
;
every third day, and that the safe greatly stirred up by a succession of ground. Vyreny. wascity
Smiles are coming to the faces of fect at the. pleasure of the directors. part:
thousand,
practically de
"I have been a member of the com- crackers have secured over $100,000 murders, which are wholly foreign to
the Las Vegas merchants as they He carries with him the best wish,
stroyed.
British experience and conservative
trar tiheir books land review the es of all connected with the corpora- mittee on finance only two years, but Not once have the robbers been cap
turedand
Commissioner
has
papers severely score the governsays
committee
Dolley
issued
statement
time
the
that
In
the
Their
during
tion, says
business of the past year.
GALLAGHER FOUND GUILTY,
ment
for its failure to enforce the
one
two
there
to
are
to
the
the
organized gangs,
of ldyalty
dealt with matters relating
spectlon showed them that the 1910 leaves with feelings
act.
aliens'
one
City, N. J., Jan. 4. James
Jersey
and
the
northern
well
as
as
but
the
along
and
the
revenue
all
interests
and
01
its
along
treasury,
corporation
hnainesa was much in advance
of
head
who attempted to assasJ.
former
Robert
and
Gallagher,
Anderson,
of
state
the
nothing la said of his plans for the banking and currency, considered and southern borders
that of the preceding year.
sinate
criminal
so
departthe
Gaynor of New York
Mayor
is
of
investigation
1910.
I
their
knew
that
of
system
tariff
protection
the
reported
"I was surprised," said a Las Ve- future.
"British inaction in regard City last August, today was found
bank
ment,
to
eays
as
all
United
robbing
like
defects
1
had
the
place
tariffs,
of
it
perfect
first
tlat
The
"when
president
gas merchant this morning,
less hazardous occupa- to alien crlimnals discredit a com- guilty of atrocious assault with inwent over my booke carefully, to no States Steel corporation was Charles but I also knew that it was a great among the
bandits'
it
whioh
The
his
tions.
the
law
headquarters are pany of medically certified lunatics. tent to kill , Street Cleaning Commiswho
M.
resig improvement upon
following
Schwab,
tice how much more business we did
their sioner "Bill" EdwardB. He was giv
-'
in Nebraska and Oklahoma, but their No other country tolerates
in the year just past than in 1909. nation, became president of the Beth supplanted.
""
en a sentence of 12 years in the state
areconfined
to
if
best
estabpresence."
tor
"1
it
has
becaiise
voted
operations
Corey,
have talked to other business men lehem Steel company.
too, criticize the prison.
Provincial
papers,
Kansas.
the
customs
maximum
a
court,
lished
seven
to
served
years
and they all have the same story
4-

REVOLUTIONS

MILLIONS
ARREST

IN THE WAR FUND
OF

VIOLATING
LAWS

CAPITALISTS FOR
NEUTRALITY
MAY

FOLLOW

Record-Heral- d
Jan. 4. The
today prints the following:
Carefully laid plans of Chicago and
New York capitalists, owners of sit
ver and copper mines in northern
Mexico and Honduras, to finance the
revolutions now in progress in those
countries, coupled with the attempt
ed dispatching of two filibustering
expeditions into the war zone, have
been unearthed in Chicago by the
Department of Justice- - More tban ten
agents are in the city investigating
the war plot and the arrest of many
well known financiers may result on
the charge of a violation of the neutrality laws. The size of the "jack
pot" fund for financing the revolutions is said to aggregate several millions of dollars. The eippearanoo In
Chicago of OuBtave Madwro, said to
be the boa of Francisco
Afadero,
leader of the Mexican revolutionists,
is said to have brought to a bead the
government's efforts to nip the syndicate's extensive war plans.

Chicago,

Washington Doesn't Deny It.
Washington, Jan. 4. Further than
the guarded statement that agents of
the Department of Justice were
watching for any violation of the neu
trality laws in connection with the
revolutions in Mexico and Honduras,
no information regarding the sensa-tloChicago developments were
today available in official circles here..
al

SEVENTEEN BURNED
TO DEATHJN CHURCH
FRIGHTFUL
CURS

CATASTROPHE
SAN LUIS
NEAR

POTOSI,

OC-

MEXICO

yer-terda- y

ROBBING BANKS
IN KANSAS IS

EASYJONEY

,

-

4. Fire
and
Mexico City, Jan.
panic which occurred while a new
year religious celebration was in progress in a church on a hacienda
near San Luis Potosi, co6t the lives
of seventeen and serious injury to
more than eighty, chiefly women and
children. News pf the disaster reached this city today. The victims were
workmen employed on the hacienda
and members of their families.
The email church was packed. In
the course of the ceremonies a candle fell from its socket and ignited
dry moss with which the building
was decorated. The flames spread
rapidly.
Of those who escaped death by
burning or suffocation, many were
killed or injured by being trampled
in the rush to escape through the
narrow entrance. Few escaped without injury.

FREDERICK BONNER DEAD
New York, Jan. 4. Frederick Bon
ner a eon of the late Robert Bonner
and for ten years before hla father's
death, editor of the New York Led
ger, died yesterday of penumonia. H
.was taken ill last Saturday.
KILLS TWO ANDjSELF
New Keuslngton, Pa., Jan. 4 After cutting off his wife's left ear,
slashing her throat, face and bands
and crushing In the face of ihis three
year-ol- d
daughter, John Mezoh, drank
a glass of muriatic acid.

.
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THIRD NATIONAL HART"S ALLEGED BOARD NGHOUSES
TICKET IN 1912

ACCOMPLICES

KNOW ALL STATE

THE LATEST

CAPTURED

SECRETS

LA FOLLETTE TO RUN FOR PRESI

DENT AS

AN

INDEPENDENT

CANDIDATE?

IN

MEN ARRESTED AT OGDEN,
UTAH, FOR BANK AND

TWO

POST-OFFIC-

BOOK

ROBBERIES

Charged with connection with the
robbery of the John Becker store at
Belen, to which Dennis Hart, arrest
ed here recently, is jaid to have
James Grimes and George
Miller have been arrested at Ogden,
Utah, by postofflce inspectors of the
Denver office, working under the dl
rection of Inspector in Charge W. E.
Cochran. Hart is said to have im
plicated these two men when he made
his confession. Grimes and Miljer are
said to have reputations as "stick-umen and safe blowers.
Grimes and Hart have robbed the
postoces at Fort Sumner, Texlcoand
Dawson, N. M., say the inspectors,
and Grimes and Miller are suspected
of the robbery of the locks from the
mail boxes In Ogden a short time ago,
The connection of Miller with some
of the robberies is not certain, but he
was with Grimes when they were
taken and answers the description of
one of the suspects wanted.
Grimes robbed the station at
N. M., and had just got out
of the penitentiary and started in on
postoffices and banks when Inspector
Stedman located him. Hart la said
to have confessed to the robbery of
the Coors Lumber company here,
1916.
"The Wisconsin man Is said to while the methods of the robbers who
lave figured it out as follows: He blew the safe of the bank at Texline,
expects the republicans to renominate Okla., are the same as those of
Mr. Taft and the democrats to select Grimes and Hart, and it is believed
Governor Harmon In 1912. Immediate- a confession will be wrung from
ly he will proclaim himself the can- them.
Hart is said to have admitted when
didate of a third party. He is banking on the active support of William he was arrested that he had planned
to pull off a big robbery at Roswell,
J. Bryan.
"The two men have long been per- N. M., which would bring him at least
sonal friends and Bryan has thrown $3,000 and the Inspectors Infer that
his support to La Follette in more it waa to have been the bank that he
than one political fight in Wisconsin. planned to rob. The men went over
La Follette also expects the votes of into Wyoming two weeks ago and afthe Roosevelt enthusiasts and of a ter pulling off one postofflce robbery
good proportion of the republican In- the inspectors charge, headed for the
surgents. He takes the view that Mr. west aaln, landing in Ogden.
Then followed the tfceft of six lock
Taft will not be acceptable to repub
The
licans with advanced views on public from the Ogden mall boxes.
questions. Also he believes that Judge thieves probably took them With the
Harmon can be successfully attacked intention of getting keys to fit them,
as the friend of corporations."
It so happens that no two of the locks
are alike, and it requires a different
key for each one.
TOWNSEND TO BE ELECTED
"The robbers might get a key even
Lansing, Mich., Jan. 4. The Michibut they may have to go as far
tually,
for
its
gan legislature convened today
biennial session. It is generally ex- as Massachusetts to do it," remarked
a postofflce official.
pected that the session will be marked by considerable legislation of a Inspector Stedman, who aided in
The Income the work of capture, took part in the
progressive character.
tax and the corporation tax are investigations a year ago, which led
to the arrest of the chief of police
among the important matters that
will receive attention. The election and a bank president at Wichita, Kan.,
of a United States senator to succeed for buying stolen stamps from
robbers. The inspectors be"Julius C. Burrows will be little more
robberies of the smaller oflieve
the
than a formality, as the primary law
fices
now
will
cease.
makes it incumbent upon the legisThe Santa Fe detectives gave the
lature to elect Congressman Charles
Senator government much information, and afTownsend, who defeated
ter the federal prosecutors get through
Burrows In the primaries last fall.
with the three men they will get after them for depot and bank robberies.
ARE YOUDEAF?
Early In October of last year a
number of bold robberies were perpe
PROBABLY
THE trated in this part of the territory.
IS
CATARRH
The safe p.f the Coors Lumber com
CAUSE GET RID OF THE
pany was blown and a sum of money
CAUSE
amounting to about $80 was taken.
A short time later the postofflce at
It you have catarrh and have con- Fort Sumner was robbed. Then the
stant ringing in your ears look into store of Raymundo Harrison at
the matter at once.
was looted. Similar affairs
It's a pretty sure sign that catarrh were reported in rapid succession
is spreading and is making Its way from Texline, Gallup, and other
through the Eustachian tubes that places. The officers believe they have
lead from the nose to the ears.
now rounded up the gang that was
When catarrh gets to the ears par responsible for the robberies.
Hart
tial deafness follows. If you hare waa arrested here the day following
ringing noises in your ears go to the robbery of the Becker store.
E. G. Murphey's drug store today and
get a HYOMEI outfit and drive out
REFORMS IN ILLINOIS
Washington, Jan. 4. The Brooklyn
Eagle prints a dispatch from Washington, which says:
"President Taft has been informed
that there will be a third ticket In
the field in the event of the nomination of Mrf- Taft by the republicans
In 1912 and of Governor Harmon by
the democrats. The third ticket will
be headed by Robert Marlon La Fol- lette of Wisconsin and will appeal to
the radical element in both turtles.
"Credence is given to this report at
the White House. All the actions of
Mr. La Follett
for the last two
years have indicated that the presi
dential bee has been within stinging
distance of his head. He has main
tained himself as the champion of
radical legislation, has kept aloof
from Mr. Taft and has rejected all
the overtures made to bring him within the regular fold.
"Another bit of Interesting Information that has come to the White
House is that La Follette not only
expects to be a presidential candidate In 1912, but also in 1916. He expects to have merely a tryout in 1912,
but he Is represented as being reaof election In
sonably confident
-
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Springfield, 111., Jan. 4. The
Illinois legislature convened
today under conditions that promise
more for the public welfare than any
session of recent years. With ring
rule abolished the prospects are very
bright, for the enactment of many
laws the passage of which for years
have been blocked by the politicians.
Civil service extensions, the initiative and referendum, a corrupt practices act, changes In the election
laws to minimize frauds, amendments to the commission form ol
government act, employers' liability
legislation, revision of the coal mining laws, and the improvement of
the waterways are among the important matters that will receive attention. The biggest political fight In
the session is expected to come over
For either acute or chronic kidney
the
reapportionment of the state into
and
for
painful
annoying
disorders,
urinarv lrretrularlties take Foley Kid- new congressional and senatorial
ney Pills. An honest and effective districts, and another sharp contest
medicine for kidney and bladder dis- Is expected over the question of
orders. O. G. Schaefer and Red
county option.
Cross Drug Co.
To cure cartarrh HYOMEI should
be breathed through a pocket Inhaler
for a few minutes four or five times
a day. Just pour a few drops into the
Sard rubber inhaler and breath? it.
It kills the germs; soothes the irii
tation; heals the Inflammation; stors
hawking, spitting and snufflln?.
HYOMEI keeps the throat free
from mucus and prevents jrusts !n
nose.
outfit
The complete HYOMEI
which includes the little indestructi
ble, hard rubber inhaler, a bottle .f
HYOMEI and simple instructions for
use, costs $1.00. Separate bottles of
HYOMEI costs BO cents at drosglsts
everywhere, or at the E. G. Murphey
drug store on money back plan.
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The real censocial,
diplomatic and scandalous life, is not
the capitol, the White House, the
state department or the clubs. It is
the Washington boarding house, more
particularly the dinner table, after
the plates have' been cleared away
and tie girl comes around to whisper that there's pie, pudding and ice
cream and which will you have, be
cause you can have only one.
It is there that the man from Geor
confidentially
gia makes known
what he's heard today from a friend
of his who has a place in the treasury
about a cabinet change that is im
minent. The man from Kentucky is
surprised to- learn that that story is
being repeated. He had it himself
a week ago from Senator P., but un
derstood that it had since been de
nied. The man from Georgia Is firm.
Says the denial was thrown out for
a purpose, but Is not likely to deceive
anybody who knows the facts. He
understood the resignation is already
In the hands of the president, and
while he wouldn't like it repeatedvas
coming from him, he has reason to
believe the place has been offered
to Governor B, at least tentatively.
The fact that the man from Georgia has been in Washington a month
trying to land a postmastership and
has seen nobody except his senator,
who has advised him to go home, de
tracts nothing from the weight of
this information, nor does the fact
that the man from Kentucky has no
visible means of support lessen the
importance of his comment.
Then there is the aunt and daughter of the congressman. They are
here on a visit and are understood
to have some dizzy social connections. Aunt is chaperoning daughter,
and their conversation leaves no room
to doubt that they are in on all the
social doings of the capital. They
discuss the dance of the night before
freedom.' Aunt
with entertaining
wonders how that Mrs. C. got an in
vitation. Thinks their hostess must
be very badly informed not to know
the things that are said about her at
home. Did daughter notice the way
she carried on with that young captain? Daughter certainly did and
thinks it was shocking.
Daughter hears, by the way, that
society is likely to be surprised any
day by the announcement of an engagement in high diplomatic circles.
Aunt pods. Baron de K. and the Countess Z., she hints, daughter nods.
The man from Ohio (who has a consulship in, his eye) understands there
will be money In the match for the
barondaughter
Well,
Money?
should say so, the countess has more
money than looks In her opinion.
The man from Ohio says carelessly
that when he was in Paris he met
the countess at the American ambassador's and he didn't think she was
pretty, either. By which remark the
man from Ohio did not only make a
hit with daughter, but brings out very
neatly that he has been In Paris and
at the American ambassador's.
The family from Virginia, who sit
together at the end of the table, Is
here in the interest of Brother Bob's
promotion in the army. What they
can do about it isn't plain, but father
is pretty strong with a couple of
senators, it appears, and sister went
to school with the wife of General
G. Father knows pretty well who is
blocking Bob and he is going to lay
some papers before the war department which will surprise 'em. Says
he shouldn't vender if there was 8
court martial before he gets through.
In fact, no secret can be guarded
from the boarding house table. It
knows what the secretary of state
said in his last dispatch to the
court of St. James. It knows what
is going to be done about the tariff.
It knows where the democrats are
going to slip up if they aren't careful
and it knows what the republicans
will do if they have any sense. Nothing is hidden from the man from
Georgia except who is going to get
tiiat postmastership he is after, and
it is all plain to the man from Kentucky except bow he is to raise the
money to get home on.
Washington, Jan.

4.

ter of Washington political;
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HAMPSHIRE LEGISLATURE
Concord, N. H., Jan. 4. The New
Hampshire legislature met today and
organized for its biennial session. No
United States senator is to be elected this year. Tomorrow both houses
will attend the Inauguration of Governor Bass.
NEW

WILL WEAR IN THE YEAR
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Come in
We have in stock a full line of new models.
Well
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buy.
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The WAGNER opens or closet automaticoUtf with
on simple movement of the handle.
It is roomy and comfortable for a baby of any age, lyine,
under the seat.
sitting or reclining. Has soft, flexilJ springs
Thi. WAfiNER is safe. The
seat is so placed that the cart cannot
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with everything on; and stripped for
real work in the field the foot soldier will carry but thirty pounds now,
thus fitting him the better for marching and fighting.
Ever carried a
pack for
twenty miles in a broiling sun? Those
who haven't couldn't possibly realize
what cutting down the weight means.
Cavalrymen can't do It, for their
horses carry the loads. Nor can
those who man the red artillery
their dunnage goes on the caissons.
But the infantryman he knowsi so
does the national guardsman, who is
equipped the same as his brother in
the regular army.
For a year past the war department
has been working over the problem
of lightening the foot soldier's load,
which perforce he has to carry on
his back. Suggestions were invited
of all officers, and samples of equip-emn- t
used In foreign armies were pro
cured as a preliminary. Right at the
beginning, saya the report of the
equipment board, "the board was
much impresoed with the great superiority in material, workmanship,
finish and promise of durability, of
the articles manufactured by our own
ordnance department as compared with.
those from every other source."
But, what to carry and what to leave
behind? How should the load be car
rled? What would be the easiest way
How
of distributing
the weight?
could marching with the load be
made the easiest? These were the
problems that presented themselves
Six features were considered objec
tionable excessive weight, complicat
ed construction, components not seg
regated; marching and fighting equip
ments not separable; improper sus
pension of the load; faulty distribution of the ammunition.
was: Reduction
Demanded
'of
weight; ease and comfort; facility of
putting on and taking off; ease, of
adjustment; simplicity of construction and repair; sanitation, general
efficiency. And so the new equip
ment was gradually evolved from the
heavy cumbersome,
knapsack and load of the civil war,
but still
through the more
fatiguing equipment of Spanish war
days, to the smart, light, more effective load which the infantry will now
carry.
When a soldier goeB into a fight
there are certain things which he
must carry if he is going to be l
These are,
any use to his country.
first of all, his weapons rifle or re- volver--anthe proper ammunition,
the first-aipacket; one Intrenching
tool; water a thirsty soldier can't
hit a flock of barns a mess kit, and
then more ammunition. Nowadays
210 rounds is not considered any too
much for the first dole of ammunition.
What he doesn't need in a fight are
his shelter the "dog tent" overcoat,
blanket and poncho.
Today the intrenching tool is regarded as next in importance to the
weapon, uacn man carries either a
a shovel or an axe. Certain men also have wire clippers.
With the a whole regiment can hide
Itself in little holes in thirty seconds.
And dead soldiers are no use to the
government. The old days of standing up in the face of the bullets are
gone now. The only time a soldier
shows himself to the enemy If he can
help it, is in the final rush. Advances are not permitted until superiority of fire is assured.
But there are a score of marches
to every skirmish, and this Is everything that each Infantryman must
lug along:
One rifle, 1 gun sling, 1 bayonet, 1
cartridge belt, 100 rounds ammunition, 1 first aid package, 1 first aid
pounch, 1 canteen, 1 canteen cover,
back-breakin- g
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The safety brake
tip backward.
holds the cart anywhere when left
alone.
,

QUICK FOLDING

Omitting the fractions of a pound
the full load will now weigh 45
pounds. Without the pack, which Is
to be carried on the wagons wherever
possible, it will come down to 37
pounds. And stripped of everything
but the absoltue essentials, it weighs
juet 30 pounds and 3 ounce.
The foot soldier's little tent has
been made much lighter. Nowadays
each man lugs half a shelter tent,
with five pins and one pointed pole
His "bunkie" lugs the other half. Now
the poles are abolished. The rifle
acts as a front pole and a rope takes
the place of the rear pole In caBe
of a surprise the rifle is even handier
to get at.
But even better, the lessened weight
will be carried in much easier tas'y
ion. Hitherto the man's chest has
been bound in by straps and suspend'
ers. Some of the weight flopped
against the back on the kidneys and
upper ridge of the pelvis, thus unduly
and too quickly fatiguing the soldier.
Now everything is in a small, com
pact pack on the back, with no straps
across the chest and nothing dangling
about the legs. Even the bayonet,
now sharp as a razor, is carried on
the back at the side of the pack.
Best of all, the fighting equipment
has been wholly separated from the
comfort equipment, so that the latter
may; be, instantly unslung to ba hit
behind under guard or piled on the
wagons, leaving the Boldier with nothing on his back except what he neeis
in the impending battle.
Scores of other recommendations
are now before boards of officers fur
ther to make the soldier better able
to fight. An ambulance kitchen a
range on wheels which can cook a
meal on the march
is one of the
newest wrinkles proposed. Automobiles for a mobile army are demanded now. The blanket has been cut
to (weigh three pounds. It is pro
posed to abolish the coat in the field
and substitute a sweater in its place,
Other recommendations are
that
the sergeants carry no rifle, but have
revolvers and bolos instead in the
field. Likewise the cooks are to be
relieved of the rifle and have revol
ver and bolo, thus enabling them to
carry sufficient utensils to cook for
the company when other transportation has been abandoned. It is pro
posed to do away with the old cam
paign hat too and substitute thq
"mounted police hat," which has a
lower crown and a wider brim and is
more comfortable. With it goes the
Individual "housewife' The com
pany will carry a kit for mending for
the entire outfit. A neckerchief is to
be made part of the uniform. Offl
cers will not carry their sabres in
the field. And tobacco and soap will
be made part of the ration.
Most of this great relief to the sol
dier who fights on foot is due to the
untiring efforts of the officers who
make up the United States Infantry
association, which was
organized
some years ago. Its president is
Lieutenant-Gen- .
John C. Bates, Brig.-Gen- .
Clarence R. Edwards is vice
president and Major George H. Shel-tois secretary and treasurer. ItB
membership includes the officers in all
the infantry regiments of the United
States and most of the national guard
regiments in similar service in all the
states and territories.
n

PUBLIC

CARRIER RESPONSIBLE
Washington, Jan. 4. The Cartnack
amendment to the Hepburn rate law,
making a public carrier liable for loss
of interstate shipments during the
transportation, not only on its own
lines, but also on connectig lines, was
yesterday declared constitutional by
the supreme court of the United
States.
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Completely renovated and neatly furnished. Fireproof.
room steam heated.
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Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy
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SAM'S lnfantrv-- j 1 cup, 1 intrenching tool, 1 intrenchboy who has ing tool carrier, 1 haversack, 1 bacon
KnWai L- - tn walk na well as can, 1 condiment can, 1 meat can, 1
Jk R fight may well call knife, 1 fork, 1 spoon, toilet articles,
1911
the 1 pair socks, woolen, 1 harversack
the year
luckiest of his sol ration, 1 emergency, and the pack,
dier's life. His load is to be lessened which consists of 1 pack carrier, 1
almost by half. The regulation fifty- - blanket, 1 poncho, 1 shelter half, a
six pounds is cut to forty-si- x
pounds shelter tent pins.
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HOT SENATORIAL COAL MINING IN LARGE DIVIDENDS
RACE IN RHODE

NEWMEXICOBIG

DUE TO BILLION

ISLAND

INDUSTRY

DOLLAR CROPS

TWO

REPUBLICANS AND ONE
AFTER TOGA

DEMOCRAT
WORN

IN 1910 TRADE

WAS BRISK.
IN 30 PER CENT
CREASE IN OUTPUT

SULTING

BY ALDRICH

Providence, R. I. Jan. 4. With two
.republicans and a democratic candidate in the field tor United States
senator. to succeed Nelson W. Aldrich,
present indication point to another
deadlock in .the Rhode Island legislature now in session, unless there is
a marked change in the attitude of
the republican majority. The repub
lican candidates are Henry F. Llppitt,
one of the leading woolen manufacturers of the country, and Judge Le
Baron B. Colt of the United States
circuit court, a brother of Col. Sam
uel P. Colt, president of the United
States Rubber company. The dem
ocratic candidate is Judge Arthur L.
Brown of the United States district
court, who has received the Indorse
ment of the democratic state conven
tlon as well as the democratic mem
bers of the legislature.
To all appearances the strength of
Llppit and Colt, the republican candi
dates, is about equally divided. Llp
pit is regarded as the machine candi
date, while Colt has the indorsement
of the progressive or Insurgent wing
of the republican party. Lippltt is
the choice of Senator Aldrich and also
has the backing of a majority of the
members of the state committee.
Whether this will help or hinder all
candidacy is a disputed question
Judge Colt appears to have Increased
his strength to indicate a deadlock
should all the democrats stand for
Judge Brown on every ballot.

RE- IN- -

CORPORATIONS

THE

DISBURSED

SUM OF $227,000,000 FIRST OF
THE YEAR

asmngion, jan. 4. According to
Chicago, Jan. 4. The small reprea bulletin of the United States Geo sentation of the West among the
logical Survey, reviewing the coal giant corporations whose New Year'
mining Industry in 1910, the produc dividend
totaled
disbursements
tion of coal in the United States for 9227,000,000 as against $200,000,000
the year was between 475,000,000 and last year was a striking anomaly, for
485,000,000 short tons, a considerable the increase of dividends was due to
increase from the output of 459,715,- the nine billion dollar crop.
The
701 short tons in 1909 and approxi
"Morganlzing" of one Industry after
mately within 1 per cent of the max another has taken away from Chi
imum previous record of 480,363424 cago the headquarters of many which
tons produced in 1907.
nevertheless center in Chicago. The
In New Mexico the coal trade was big packing concerns, chronically
brisk throughout the year 1910 re- under federal indictment, comprise
sulting in an Increased output of the one. big independent and typically
about 30 per cent over the preceding western Industry not removed to
year. The operators attributed three-fifth- s Wall street The annual reports of
of the increase to the closing many companies explained the rea
down of the mines In other states son for the combinations which re
s
and
to the normal growth moved them from the west to the
and to the requirements due to im east under the fostering care of
proved business conditions.
"high finance." Earnings, not upon
According to Jo E. Sheridan Unit the new capitalization but upon the
ed States mine inspector for New gross business of the year, are sig
Mexico, there was a constant demand nificant The United
States Steel
for New Mexico coal during the sum Corporation, headed by an
mer months, which kept the mines goan, Judge Gary, alone will pay dlvi
busily at work, and at only a few .of dends of $107,773,099 and 1910 its net
the smaller mines was the produc earnings were $131,491,413 on
tion equal to the demand. Mr. Sheri gross business for the year of
dan attributes the Increased demand
this being a margin of profor the coal of New Mexico partly fit of over 20 per cent on the busi
to the strike in the coal mines of ness done. The International Harvest
the middle states and the northern er company, since the western aardistrict of Colorado, and states also vester concerns were combined, has
that the growth of population and done an annual gross buslne33 of less
settlement of new lands in New Mex than $60,000,000 on which total the
ico, Arizona and California have cre margin of profit has been steadily
ated a demand which is certain to increasing from 10 per cent in 1905
CUTTING ICE IN CANYON
be permanent and which will continue to 40 per cent for the last year. The
Yesterday the Agua Pura company to increase. Both the bituminous and margin of 2.33 per cent on a gross
began cutting ice, the first of this subbituminous coals of New Mexico business of $250,000,000 shown by the
season's crop. The ice is nearly are rapidly growing in favor for do Armour & company annual report is
eighteen inches in thickness. Man- mestic purposes, the former being a decided and perhaps significant
ager Pw H. Pierce of the Agua Pura shipped from the Raton field to mar contrast to these figures. For 1909 the
company is superintending the Job of kets in Kansas, Oklahoma, and even Swift & company margin on turnover
cutting and storing the ice. Indica- farther east, and the subbituminous was less than 2 per cent. The im
tion are that continued cold weather coal of the Gallup district supplying munity of the eastern companies from
will prevail and the Agua Pura com- - the markets of the Southwest and prosecution as well as the profits of
pany expects to put up a big crop of the Pacific coast. The domestic de- the big trusts suggest how great
mand for New Mexico coal in 1910 must have been the pressure upon
ice.
The Crystal Ice company is doing wa &no great that the operators were the packers to join the Wall Street
Just the opposite of the Agua Pura unable to fill orders promptly. The contingent. For five years they have
company; its machinery la standing domestic trade requires lump coal, been under fire but the announcement
6tiU. Manager RuaaeU lias closed and an operator must have a correa-pondin- g at the banquet In New York at which
demand tor the smaller sizes 95 per cent of the steel output was
down the plant for a few days to make
that "prices would be
A for steam or manufacturing purposes represented
some repairs to the machinery.
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More Attention Given to Accidents
railroad cars they desired.
One of the benefits to the coal
Toward reduction of the country's
mining Industry of New Mexico in waste of limb and life In railway and
BY 1910 was the reduction in the freight industrial
WROUGHT
the
HAVOC
r.RPAT
operations, which
rates on foreign coals by the Mexican League for Public Safety in Chicago
WOMEN'S CARELESSNESS
railroads. When the Mexican govern declares to be possible, more active
ment took over the control of the attention by state railroad commisof
the
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beauty
destroy
Many
of that country it increased sions is being given this winter than
railroads
their hair through thoughtlessness or
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of certain
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The constitution adopted by the convention which met in Santa Fe during October and November is now before you and
will be submitted for your ratification at
an election to be held on Saturday, Janu-

ary

21, 1911.

The Republican party of New Mexico,
having worked failufully to secure the passthe admission
age of the Enabling Act
of New Mexico, and believing that the
Constitution prepared by the convention is
the best so far adopted by any state of the
Union, heartily endorses that Constitution
and urges that you give it your approval on
election day.

furnish ample security therefor,

will

The one hundred delegates to the convention were chosen representatives of the
people of every locality in the territory.
They worked earnestly and faithfully for
fifty days preparing fundamental rules of
government which would secure and preserve the rights and liberties of the people.
They had before them the constitutions of
states of the American Union;
the forty-6iand from these and from their own knowledge and experience, they adopted provisions which they believed best suited to
conditions in New Mexico. The result of
their deliberations is submitted to you as a
safe and adequate constitution for a great
sovereign state.
It contains everything necessary for a

state government under the Constitution
the United States.

of

There are careful limitations upon the
powers of the legislature.
No special privileges and no exclusive

franchises can be granted.
The rate of taxation and the amount
of public Indebtedness are limited and the
incurring of new indebtedness must be authorized by a vote of the people. In case
any law should be passed by the legislature
which is obnoxious to the people, they can,
by a petition signed by ten per centum of
the electors, have the law submitted at an
election for their approval or rejection.
-

Corporations are to be under the regulation and control of a state corporation
commission to be elected by the people.
The plan for the regulation of rates of
railroads and common carriers is believed
to be the best and most effective yet adopted by any state. Instead of the slow process of appeal and litigation through the
several courts, which prevails in other
states, the New Mexico corporation com
mission will enforce its orders through direct application to the supreme court of
the State, which, will be always in session
for that purpose.
This commission will have power not
only to fix tates and charges, but to compel
the railroads to furnish adequate transportation faclltles and to provide and maintain depots, sidings and agents for the convenience of the public
There are provisions against
trusts,
monopolies and combinations in restraint
of trade.
The costly fee system is abolished.
ficers will receive stated salaries and all
fees and commissions will be paid into
the public treasury.
Of-

All public monies must be deposited on
interest, in banks in New Mexico, which

El
the

not too nigh a price to pay for Independence.
The experience of the people of other
stateB proves that the additional
expense Is
much more than offset by the Increased
value of all "roperty under a state govern-

interest to be paid Into the proper fund.
Ample provision is made for the maintenance and support of the public school
system. Means are provided for holding at
least five months of school each year in
every outlying district where thermit of
local taxation would not furnish sufficient
funds.

ment

six

The Enabling Act grants to the state
for the schools and state institutions about
5,750,000 acres of land and a certain portion of the proceeds of sales of all public
lands within the stale.

Judges, district attorneys and practical,
ly all officers are to be elected; and generally they can not immediately succeed
themselves In office.

It is of the utmost importance that New
Mexico should be admitted as soon as possible so that these lands may be selected
before all the good public lands are disposed of.

fr

regarding the need for enactment of
the uniform fraternal insurance bill
adopted by the insurance commissioners' convention and endorsed by
fraternal federations whose headquarters are in Chicago. In New York
s
Superintendent of Insurance Hotch-kissaid: "The truth is that while
many advocates of fraternal insurance have long shut their eyes to it,
the representative men of all these
societies, as well as the heads of insurance departments In the various
states, are now of one accord in the
belief that unless prompt and wise
action be taken by the states in the
enactment of reasonable but at the
same time mandatory laws, and by
the societies themselves in the readjustment of their rates, as well as
in other directions, fraternal insurance will within the next decade or
two end in receiverships, with heavy
losses to its millions of members and
their dependents." In Pennsylvania

IF
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There must be uniform system of text
books, for all public schools and they must

not be changed oftener than once in
years.

The schedule continues in force, until
repealed by the legislature, all the laws of
the territory of New Mexico no in conflict
with the Constitution.

The income from the rentals and sales
of this land would furnish a large revenue
for the support of the schools and public

Institutions and very much decrease the
burden of taxation.

A careful reading of the Constitution
will show that every subject of govern-

It should
thing to those
ritorial form
desirability of

ment has been carefully provided for, and
that if the people should desire any changes
to meet present or new conditions, they
can amend the constitution, except as to
elective franchise and certain other rights,
by a majority vote.

People In all ages have fought for
to govern
themselves.

their independence, the right

There are always public enemies.
There are always people who are dissatisfied with everything that may be proposed.
There are certain democrats who are opposed to the admission of New Mexico as a
state under a Republican administration;
and there are always Irresponsible demagogues trying to deceive the people.

The people of New Mexico have struggled under a territorial government for over
sixty years and It speaks well for the character of the people and the wonderful natural resources of the country that there
has been a gradual improvement during all
that time In education, In government, in
conditions of living and in everything that
makes for a higher and better civilization.

They are all publio enemies of the people of New Mexico and they are the only
ones opposing the ratification of this constitution.

But during that time we have seen successive waves of prosperity sweep over the
country, which have enriched the people
of our neighboring states but of which very
little crossed the barrier of territorial government Into New Mexico.

Many false statesment have been made
but no one has been able to point out a
single section which is not for the best
interests of the people and fair to all alike.

We want to elect our own governor,
Judges and other officers.

One misstatement

is about the public
debt to be assumed by the state. The facta

are:

.

We want a voice in the election of the
president of the United States.
W need two senator and two representatives In congress to see that New Mex- lco gets a square deal along with the other
states; that a fair share of the money apfor publio Impropriated by congress
provements be expended within the state;
and that the millions of acrea of land withheld and tied up In reclamation and other
projects, be thrown open to settlement at
the earliest possible moment

'

The Enabling; Act requires the State to
assume the debts of the Territory of Now
Mexico and of the everal counties thereof,
including certain railroad aid bonds of Santa Fe and Grant counties. The Constitution declares that the State will assumo
these debts and issue bonds therefor; but
it also provides that a tax be levied on the
property in each coynty to pay the interest
and sinking fund for that county's share
of the bonds. Each county will pay Its own
debt and will not have to pay any portion
of the debt of any other county.
The railroad aid bonds will be paid out
of the proceeds of rentals and sale of one
million acres of land granted by congress
for that purpose.
The Commissioner of Publio Lands of
New Mexico states that he can sell enough
of that land Immediately to pay off the
bonds and that there will remain about
650,000 acres which will go to maintain the
public schools.
will lose nothing by the
these
of
debts, the counties will
payment
get the benefit of lower rates of interest
and the school fund will be enriched by
many millions of dollars.
So

the people

It Is charged that the expense of a
state government will cause increased taxation. It is true that there will be additional expenses. A careful estimiate of the
saalries of the state officers and of all ex-- ,
pensea of the sjate shows that the additional burden will amount to about 30c per annum for each person in New Mexico or
eight cents on each one hundred dollars of
actual value of property. Surely this is

be unnecessary to say anywho have lived under a terof government, about
the
statehood.

'

The wise statesmen who negotiated thd
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which transferred this territory and its inhabitants to
the United States, realized that the people
of New Mexico could not hope to achieve
their highest destiny under a territorial
form of government They stipulated that
at the proper time New Mexico should be
admitted to the enjoyment of all the rights
and privileges of a sovereign state.
After long years of waiting, the proper
time has come.

the 21st day of January,
occur the most important election
every held by any people. Let no mac
think his vote will not be needed or that
for many years he will have another chance
to vote for statehood.
On Saturday

1911, will

If you want to be freemen; if you want
to secure for your descendants the priceless heritage of liberty and equal rights
go to the polls on Saturday, January 21st
1911, and cast your vote "FOR THE CONSTITUTION."
REPUBLICAN CENTRAL COMMITTEE.
Santa Fe, N. M.

the insurance department urged the given "the peace on earth good will last three years by supplying boys
enactment of the measure. In South to men" of Christmas short shrift in to grab the hats and coats of patThe Bartzen row Is pic- rons and their tips. Many a sloppy
Carolina Commissioner McMaster Chicago.
with more money than
said: "It Is said with full convic- turesque but politics is such that he celebrant
tion that there are few managers of is assailed from every side,' by both sense has peeled off a $10 and even
these associations today who deal republican and democratic press. He, a $20 for the boy who preformed the
frankly with the membership and a democrat, offended the democrats arduous task of hanging up his coat
who tell exactly what they know, or by refusing to appoint machlnecan-didate- s and giving his hat a rub.
what they could learn by careful
ina.'on. The
general situation
would be Wholly satisfactory if this
were done. If the full facts we.-known to all who were members and
to all who proposed to become members, there "could be no complaint,
and these most worthy institutions
would be restored to the splendid
plane of true brotherhood on which
they were originally founded."
Trouble Brewing In Chicago
War between. Chicago's suburbs
and the traction companies and war
between President Peter Bartzen of
the Cook county board of commissioners and the rest of the board has
ex-ar- e

e

named by Roger Sullivan' and

being a democrat and victorious he
Foley Kidney Pills
offended the republicans of course.
Are tonic in action, quick in reBartzen, however, has an enviable sults. A
special medicine for all
reputation for rough and ready hon- kidney and bladder disorders. Mary
dis
to
the
esty and a Justice which,
C. Abbott, Wolfeboro, N. H., says:
gust of the party leaders, is popular, "I was afflicted with a bad case of
Exposed "Tip Trust"
rheumatism, due to urio acid that my
The exposure of the "tip trust" in kidneys failed to clear out of my
Chicago Just before the New Year's blood. I was so lame In my feet,
and back that it was agony for
eve orgy in the cafes and dining Joints
me to
I used Foley Kidney
rooms cost the proprietors of that Pills for3tep.
three days when I was able
Ingenious check room graft thousands ti get up i.nd move about and the
of dollars in spite of the maudlin pains were all gone. This great
in condition I owe to Foley
generosity that the exposure didn't change Pills and recommend them
to
Kidney
credited
is
nip. But the "tip trust"
as I have." O. G.
any one
suffering
with cleaning up $2,000,000 during the Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug

i
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peace in the preceding year though.
this limiting clause hat ; been fre''
'
quently 'disregarded in making the
awards. The peace prize is awarded
,
PUBLISHED BY
by a committee appointed by tie
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CCv- Parliament; the others by
Norwegian
'
(iBOOKPORATlDl
three learned societies: of. Sweden.
M. M. PADGETT
Editor Candidates are presented to these
various bodies and a large amount of
money is expended In investigating
the claims of the aspirants.
In the ten years of the Nobel
Entered it the Pottoffice at East
Foundation the prizes have been
La Vegas, New Mexico, for transla
individuals and
awarded to fifty-sition through the United State Mall
to two peace societies. Only two of
aa econd clasa matter.
have been Americans- - A
the fifty-siin
physics wag awarded to A.
prize
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
A. Michelson of the University of
Oally Per Year, by Carrier .... 17.50 Chicago, a German by Birth, and one
.65 of the peace prizes went to Theodore
Oaily Per Month, by Carrier...
Daily Par Week, by Carrier .. .15 Roosevelt for his services in pro
Weexly Optic and Stock Grower,
moting peace between Russia and
Per Year, by MaU
2.00 Japan. So far no other American has
fiix Montha
1.00 been recognized as worthy of the
Advertisers are guaranteed, the distinguished honor.
It is true, of course, that Europe
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in northeastern New forms a more or less distinct com
Mexico.
munity and the work of such rank
outsiders as Americans may not be
COLORADO TELEPHONE
recognized at its real value. Still,
Main 2 there is no doubt that the committees
Business Office
Main 2 in charge of the awards have tried
Editorial Rooms
Main 2 to do their duty with regard to na
Society Editor
tional lines. Germany has captured
fifteen prizes; France, ten; England,
JANUARY 4, 1911.
WEDNESDAY,
seven; Holland, Russia, Italy and
Sweden,
each;
Switzerland, four
LKAKN
GO, LLSTEN-ANthree; Denmark, Spain and the
United States, two each; Austria, BelOn January 21, the people of ihe gium and Norway, one each. If there
has been discrimination It has not
territory of New Mexico will decide been in favor of the nationality of
by their ballots whether they want the awarders of the prizes.
The unfortunate thing is that no
the territory to become a state. In
has been adduced that the
proof
this question the people of East and
United States has been disregarded.
West Las Vegas should show as mucii The great work of the present geninterest as do the inhabitants of any eration in physics, chemistry, medicine and literature has been undoubtother section of New Mexico.
edly done In Europe, and Germany
The constitution for the proposed ihas been as prominent as its lion's
share of the Nobel awards indicates.
state has been widely discussed,
Americans have been great business
owing to the fact that it is gome-wha- t organizers. They have been exceedtechnical in nature, doubtless ingly ingenious in applied mechanics.
A fair shade of recent inventions may
the instrument is not clearly under-stood- . be accredited to the United States-Bu- t
In order to afford the citizens
the wonderfully thorough, pacreative work at the foundation
tient,
of Las Vegas an opportunity to gain
of human progress Is still done in
a ciear understanding of the provi- Europe.
It will take time to establish the
sions of the organic law that will be
scholarly tradition in this country
submitted: for their approval later
that has been developed in the Old
in the month, a meeting will beheld World, where the problems of wina continent from the wilderness
at the Duncan opera house next Fri ning
bave not absorbed human endeavor.
Governor
day night at 8 o'clock.
Mills, Mr. Larrazolo and Mr. Spless
JO UKNAXISM IN CACTUS
CENTKE .,
will speak. As already intimated, the
purpose of the meeting will be to Down here in Cactus Centre we ain't
instruct the residents of our two
much on splittin' hairs;
towns as to the contents of the con
In the fancy shades of language we
are puttin' on no airs,
stitution and meir desirability or
undesirability as integral parts of our But we're shy one young reporter it
was strange how it occurred
organic law. The speakers represent
Who mussed up a brilliant future
both political parties.
They will
when be chose just one wrong
.discuss . such matters as the land
word.
clauses, the provisions for paying the
railroad indebtedness of Grant and He hustled local items for the
"Stockmen's Weekly Star;"
.Santa Fe counties and their effect on
He was young and plum ambitious,
the Individual taxpayers who live in
and he made friends near and
other counties, the suffrage clause,
far;
and the question, of whether or not He never knocked nobody, but he
- statehood
alius tried to boost,
will materially increase
And we thought he'd make a wontaxes. Every citizen who is at all inder on tbe journalistic roost.
terested in the future of New Mexico

(Eac

gaily Optic'
ESTABLISHED 1179"'
?

x

x

O

'

should make it a point to be present. But he
wrote, with good intentions,
The meeting will not be a partisan
as most every one allows,
"Our townsman, Pecos Jo'inson,
political meeting. It will be entirely
has gone south to rustle cows;"
non- - partisan. At this particular time
meant
to say that Pecos was
He
the merits and. demerits of the proup his brand.
posed constitution are not primarily
For he didn't know that "rustle"
party questions. They are questions
meant to thieve in Cattle Land.
that the average taxpayer, regard
less of his political leanings, must When Pecos Johnson read H he pat
on nn extry gun,
settle ' in order to know whether or
And he 'ame to town
not be wants New Mexico to become
with his bronco on the run;
a state. The men who will speak The reporter got a warnln' and he
realize this. All who attend will be
hopved a cowboy's bea9t.
And he Htarted navlgatin' for the
amply repaid for their slight effort
, c&ln: and distant East.
by an increased knowledge and clear
er understanding of the provisions of We
got old Pecos quiet when ha
tbe instrument that may form the
busted up the press,
foundation for the state of New
And had shot holes in the sanctum
and had made the typo a
Mexico.
mess;
And we'd like a bright reporter who
WITH AMERICA LEFT OUT
is broke to Western slang
No more such babes shall monkey
Tbe announcement of the Nobel
with our newspaper shebang!
for the year give little
Arthur Chapman,
prize awards
' for
to
In
Denver
Republican.
ground
Americans. One goes to a professor
COURT MARTIAL FOR MAJOR
ci chemistry at Gottingen another to
a physicist of the University of Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 4. A court-martito try Major Henry C. Davis,
Ltyden, the third to a Heidelberg
man, the (fourth, to Paul Heyse, the of the Marine corps, opened at the
German novelist, and the fiftn to the League Island navy yard today. MaPeace
Bureau,
says the jor Davis is charged with conduct
Berne
to the prejudice of good order and
Kansas City Star.
The prizes, it will be recalled, military discipline. It is allege that
amount to $10,000 each'.' Under the while' in command of the marine barterms of tbe will of Alfred Nobel, racks on the island of Guam, he
Inventor of dynamite, they gp to the wrote Aan impertinent letter- to the
five men who bave done the most Navy Department In regard to Its
for the advancement of chemistry, action on his application for transfer
medicine, .literature and to the United States.
nbyslcs,
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STEAMERS TO BE
TOWED
1

ACROSS

STHMUS

Saturday last, the "Carl Woermann"
sailed from New York for the Canary
U
Islands and 117 possible porta of
on the., African coast f A. novel feat
ure of her cargo, wast a number of
collapsable Bteel cages for bousing a
variety of wild anlmls to be picked up
during the" voyage.

PLUMBERS KEPT

OUR DISCOUNT SYSTEM

ON THE JUMP
lias been in force for oyer two years and

THESE DAYS

Globe Trotting popular

satisfaction Our
prices the lowest possible for cash10
cent off for cash, think of your saving.

has

universal

given

Hitherto the name "globe trotter"
been used largely as a figure of COLD WAVE. PLAYED HOB WITH
has
ANCIENT SYSTEM FOR PANAMA
per
Until very recently, the
speech.
WATER pIPESMANY HOMES
CANAL WITH ELECTRIC EN- number of tourists who have actualDAMAGED
GINES AS MOTIVE POWER
AT
ly circled the globe, for obvious reaWorld
The
limited.
been
have
sons,
Brrr Brrr Brrr. ."Hello! Yes, this
New York, Jan. 4. Within a few trip, which Is the ideal of practically
You
is the plumber. vHow's that?
withthe
will
first
of
steel
been
has
days
shipment
all tourists,
brought
to
man
want
a
away
right
say
you
be made from New York for build- in the reach of the average traveler.
fix a busted water pipe? Sorry, Mrs.
a
the
electric
around
ing
unique
railway . along It is now possible to go
the Panama canal for drawing great world on an especially arranged Blank but all our men are busy.
a man out there as quick
ships from ocean to ocean. The enor- cruise, and make one's home on a pa We'll get
mous volume of shipping across the latial steamer throughout the trip. as possible, but it may not be for three
Ishtmus will be drawn on the an That this luxurious "globe trotting'' of four hours."
Brrr Brrr Brrr. "Darn that phone.
cient tow path system, so that it will is extremely popular, is shown by the
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
be unnecessary for 'steamers to pro- fact, that the advanced bookings for Hello! Yes, this is the plumber. Why
man out to thaw
ceed under their own steam.
In the two world cruises by the S. S. haven't we sent a
The fact is, madam,
out
heifers, $36.25; stockers and feedthe
HONEY AND STOCKS
pipes?,
on
the
of
this
Hamburg-Ameri
curious
mules,
place
Cleveland" of the
on
the
calls
of
bulls, $45.10; calves.
number
a
that
4
ers,
there
4.
Call
New York, Jan.
money
tow path, powerful electric locomo- can line, one starting eastward from
tives will draw the largest ships New York, on November let, 1911, and books ahead of you. However, we 26 per cent; prime mercantile pa $55.85; western steers, $4.50tfp
smoothie and swiftly across the con- the second starting westward from will have a plumber out there before per 4 5
per cent ; Mexican dol 8.25; western cows, $35.
Hogs 12,000. Market weak. Bulk,
night."
45.
lars
Sugar
tinent. A steamer of say 20,000 tons, San Francisco, February 17th, 1912,
Amalgamated 63
These are samples of the conversa 115
Great $88.05; heavy, $88.05; packers
Atchison 102
which the canal will readily accom- have already run to more than 500,
on yesterday and today-ove- r Northern pfd. 125
light.
8.05;
New York Cen and butchers,
modate, is obviously a very heavy bur- while the accommodations are limit tions going
This
the
telephones.
$7.908.95.
117
plumbers'
111
Pacific
Northern
tral
will
and
the electric locomotives
den,
ed to 1,000. To accommodate this ra
Sheep 7.000. Market strong. MutSouthern Pacific
be geared to the tracks by a middle pidly increasing body of "globe trot- Is a respectable newspaper and will Reading 152
of 116
Steel tons, J3.504.50; lambs, ?a.t0g
Union Pacifio 173
rail in the form of a rack. The canal ters" the same line announces two not iprlnt unexpurgated samples
who
yearlings,
6.35; fed wethers and
74; pfd. 117
commission has advertised for 2,000,-00- additional girdling globe trips, leav the remarks of the householders
and
rooms
flooded
bath
found
their
$3.505.50; fed western ewes, $3.25
lbs. of steel ties, 2,000,000 lbs. ing New York November 1, 1912, and
4.
ceilings and carpets damaged by esroll steel conductor, slots and covers San Francisco November 17, 1913.
nETAL.
caping water. The cold wave hit the
and 1,300,000 lbs. of steel channels.
445
New York, Jan. 4. Lead, dull
Tightening Customs Net
plumbing hard. Pipes burst all over
This rack railway will be built by the
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
455; standard copper, steady; spot
of the customs in town, causing a great deal of Incon
The
vigilance
commission and will be In working orSilver
Jan. 4. Cattle. 17,000.
12151225.
March
Chicago,
121012;
is to be directed to deter venience and discomfort. The plum
der in less than two years, in time spectors
54
Market
Beeves, ?4.707.10;
steady.
articles
the
exact
use
all
of
the
mining
bers have been busy yesterday and to
of the opening of the canal.
western
Texas steers, J4.255.50;
brought In by Americans returning day making repairs, and thawing out
and
stockers
Direct Line to Africa
steers.
$4.306.10;
law
own
the
to their
country. Under
WOOL
pipes.
heifcows
and
Since the days of the slave trade, every one Is allowed to bring In goods
St. Louis, Jan. 4. Wool Market is feeders, $3.755.85;
ers, $2.C06.35; calves, $709.95.
there has been no direct line of ships to the value of .$100. It was stated
unchanged. Territory and western
Hogs 23,000. Market slow. Light,
plying between the United States and officially sometime ago, that a man JOHNSON SUCCESSOR TO HALE mediums, 2122; fine mediums, 17
4.
mixed,
$7.858.25;
With the
$7.858.25;
the West Coast of Africa. A rich could bring In a bale of hay worth
Augusta, Me., Jan.
18; fine. 1213.
rough, J7.85
100
more
heavy,
first
the
for
$7.858.25;
sea
in
than
control
with
democrats
country
ports $100 If he wanted to. Now all this is
8; good to choice heavy, $88.25;
stretches southward to the Cape of changed. The new order forbids time in many years, the Maine legGRAIN AND PROVISIONS
pigs,. $7.608.20; bulk, $8.108.20.
Good Hope. It 13 the only extended bringing In all presents free of duty islature convened for Its seventy- 98
Market steady to
Chicago, Jan. 4. Wheat, May
sea coast in the world, where trade is and even household articles or email fifth session today in the remodelled
Sheep 20,000.
48
94
Corn
shade
May
up. Native, $2.654.50; westJuly
still carried on by bartering with the articles not for personal use.
This capltol building. Interest In the early
Oats, May ern, ?2.754.45; yearlings, $4.75
July 49
natives. Quantities of valuable na ruling which goes into effect at once, days of the session will center In the
Pork, Jan. none; 5.90; lambs and natives, $4.756.50;
July 34
tive products, such as ivory, tusks, excludes from the $100 free list ar election of a democrat to succeed 34
1042
1870.
Jan.
May 1012 western, $56.60- Lard,
animrubber, cocoaoil and even wild
ticles other than "wearing apparel" Eugene Hale In the United States sen
Ribs Jan. none; May 980.
als are brought to the coast to be ex and other personal effects purchased ate. Charles F. Johnson, a lawyer of
changed with the local traders for abroad." It Is estimated that many Watervllle, cbntinues to be the lead
"Sir, I wish to marry your daughThis rich thousands of do'lars will be collected ing candidate for the senatorship and
beads, glass or knives.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Susan."
ter,
if primitive country, will be brought on articles which have- - previously his election is generally predicted,
"You do, eh? Are you in a position
Jan. 4. Cattle,
Kansas
City,
with been adlmtted free. Incidentally, the
Into direct communication
11,000, including 600 southerns. Mar- to support a family?"
On customs officials are delighted with
America by this new service.
a
wants
to
who
"Oh, yes sir."
ket
The girl
acquire
steady. Native steers, $5.257;
the new order, since they say it de
75 6. 25; south"Better be sure of it. There are ten
a
southern
use
$4.
steers,
might
personality
striking
cides beyond argument just what may punching bag.
em cows, $34.75; native cows and of us." Toledo Blade.
LITTLE SERMONS ON STATE- be admitted, and gives them author
HOOD.
f ity to act in cases which previously
Three Weeks.
f have led to delay and,, confusion.
io; not the book; the period f
4- that remains before we vote on
iBAY
STATE LEGISLATURE
statehood.
1-4
Boston, Jan. 4. The Massachusetts
.Little less than three weeks f
'
noon
met
for
Its
at
today
now.
f legislature
Time to think hard, isn't it f annual session and was opened with
the customary formalities. On JanuWhat do you want; home
17 the legislature will proceed to
ary
rule or the RECALL?
the election of a United States senIf you turn down this constitu-ator to succeed Henry Cabot Lodge,
tion you will be RECALLED into
whose term will expire In March.
territorialism ; and for Lord
Senator Lodge is a candidate for reknows how long.
election
and as the republicans are
Do you want statehood, or the
in
a
slight
majority in the legislature
?
if
Because
REFERENDUM
it is generally believed that he will
you vote to reject statehood,
be chosen to succeed himself, deyour affairs will again, indefinite- spite the strenuous fight that Governor"Comto
REFERRED
the
be
ly,
-elect
Eugene Fobs Is making
tee on Territories-him.
against
about
Haven't you bad
enough
of the "Committee on Territor- GALLAGHER UP FOR TRIAL
ies?"
Jersey City, N. J., Jan. 4- James
The very name gives the ave- rage New Mexican a sinking 4 J. Gallagher, who shot and seriously
on the deck of
f feeling at the pit of tbe stom- - wounded Mayor Gaynor
Kaiser
Wilhelm der
the
steamship
ach.
f
Do you want statehood or the f Grosse at Hoboken on August 9 last,
!
Snow White Undergarments included in
was arraigned In court for trial today
INITIATIVE?
on
an
Indictment
felonious
charging
White Goods Sale. Embroideries and
f For if you repudiate statehood,
you will have the initiative f assault on William H. Edwards, New
Laces Reduced 20 Per Cent.
York's commissioner of street cleanagain, indefinitely. Your delegate
and
who
beside
stood
the
ing,
in congress will have the prlvil- f
mayor
was slightly wounded at the time ol
ege of "INITIATING" legislation
for you but he'll have no more f the shooting. The belief prevails
that Gallagher will be found Insane
f vote than a jack rabbit.
f Go off somewhere in a quiet f and that the celebrated case will end
f nook and think it over. And f with his commitment to an asylum.
'
f think honestly.
The man who never profits by his
Morning Journal. f
f
own mistakes can't expect to profit
Albuquerque, N. M.
; '
by those of others.
1
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OFF ALL MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

FOR WOMEN

Corset Covers,
Petticoats,
Night Gowns,
Drawers

'

Combination Suits
Chemises

-

t

this

January

TABLE LINENS SPECIALLY PRICED
EXTRA

READY-TO-WEA-

Senatorial Situation in Some
of Leading States at a Glance
Sheehan and Shepard in the lead, with Justice Gerard looming up strongly. Bosses unable to dictate the candidacy.
Ohio Bitter contest between Edward W. Hanley and Atlee Pomerene.
Neither seems to have an advantage. Six other candidates are in
the race.
Maine Charles F. Johnson is said to have the lead over his competitors,
though hla rivals each, claim to have a good chance.
Connecticut
George P. McLean appears the probable successor to Senator Buckley.
New Jersey The situation la so uncertain that political seers refuse to
'
'
prophesy.
Rhode Island The contest between Aldrich's candidate, Henry F. Ldpr
pit, and Judge Colt appears ao even that deadlocks are predicted. A
stubborn struggle Is certain.
Iowa Senator Young, standpatter, serving a six weeks' term is opposed
by a solid phalanx of insurgents.
Indiana John Worth Kern has a walkover for Beveridge's seat.
Massachusets Lodge has an excellent chance for
as his op..... ..
ponents cannot agree on a candidate.
New York

;.

.

SPECIAL VALUES

1

OFFERED IN OUR

DEPARTMENT

R

$35 00 to $45.00 Palmer Suits,

only a few left, at $22.50
$25.00 to $32.50 Suits or
Dresses, good sizes at $17.50

$15.00

to $22.50 Suits or

Dresses, your choice at $12.00
$10.00 to $13.50 One Piece
Dresses, all wool, at $8.00

This Includes Our Complete Stock of Silk and Wool
Suits and Dresses, See These at
'

the Store of Quality"
L.LAS VLUA5

,

'u

f

N.M.
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THE APPROACH

Mi

PERSONALS

OF WINTER
at

Cold mornings and
means coldsi and colds nights
mean
that disagreeable feeling."
that makes life miserable; to'
obviate which the

i

C. Duell is here from bis ranch
La Cueva.(
it
I

1
Frank Springer was a visitor in si
ttaton yesterday.
f Htm.'
""miu ui wagon wound, was
among the visitors in Las Vegas to- .

i

J

:

f53

:.

J

rV
iNo

Better
Gift

h

i

I
I
rm

i

,
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iELEGTRIGITYlW
IS
ii' MEASURED

TkT

.

a

3an luigueiflaTionai Bank
0
C''"W"
r& Tl
Ol.

'15

Few of us, outside of engineering
circles, know how that mysterious
8 servant, electricity, is meaaured. We
aay.
only know that the regular monthly
A. D. S.
Miss Grace Kline, who Is visiting
bill calls for "15671543-2rjl
,
kw-hfor
mends In Chicago, will return home
The one ideal Christmas Hi which please remit $2.40."
COLD and GRIPPE REMEDY
Many of
in about ten days- us have gone down cellar, or up in
present for all the family is
'
..
.
ainer aul Gilberton. Dastor
this new Columbia Grafonola
the attic, with a lighted candle ' to
is a panacea. No cold remor the Church of Our
stare with mystified wonder and pro
Lady of Sor
"Favorite." The Columbia
edy known brings about surer
rows, went this afternoon to Watrous
awe at the little mechanical
found
Grafonola
or more certain relief. No
gives you entertainlook, after church affairs
meter with Its incomprehensible dials
ment
at
family should be without a
home
with the best of
Vivian.. Chavez, who sells merchan
and unreadable figures only to won
box of A. D. S. Cold and
everything musical.
mse in the country districts, has reder
what it was all about
25c
Grippe Remedy.
box at
turned from an extended trip to Lamy
The fact is that electricity, or strict
and other places south of Las Vegas.
ly speaking, electric energy, Is mea- WINTERS DRUG CO.
Mrs. Secundlno Romero returned
aured in kilowatt hours. A kilowatt
hour is practically the same as one
this afternoon ' from
Albuquerque,
Phone Main 3
d
horse-powe- r
and
wnere She went yesterday to place
hours since
746 watts equal one horse-powe- r.
her daughter. Miss Mary Romero, in
The
watt is a rate of work just as a horse
fat. Vincent's
academy.
power is a rate of work. One tells
Mies Lola Hixenhaugh who spent
how
hard the dynamo has to work.
the hol'days with home folk in Ra
while the other tells how hard a horse
ton, returned yesterday and has re
r engine has to work to produce the
sumed her studies at the Normal Unl
$ Here's Wishing You
required
energy,
verslty.
The measurement of electric power
Alter spending the holidays here
may be simply explained thus:
The
(
A Happy and
with home folk, S. F. Burton, who
current enters the house and a cer
travels for the Belknap Hardware 8
We have some fine new
tain iraction passes through a small
company, left last night for a trip on B Christmas
come in
REGISTER NOW IF
selections;
motor contained in what is called a
Prosperous New' Year the
road.
and hear them on the Colim- - I meter." The moving
YOU WISH TO VOTE
of
the
part
Jacob Davidhizer, who resides on
I motor, or armature, is connected to
bia Grafonola.
a farm near Mtehawaka, left today
It is of great importance that tan ordinary counter, such as used on
for Wakarusa, Ind., where he was
E
all
the voters who wish to cast
FurnitureCo!
Rosenthal
bicycles, gas meters and automobiles.
called by the serious illness of his
This system of toothed wheels Is ar- - f their ballots on . January 21, at
sister, Mrs. Catherine Lehmann.
the elect,op 'or the adoption or
ranged to count the number of watt
Ellsworth Ingalls, an attorney In
hours of electricity. A thousand watt
rejection of the constitution for f
the Indian service, is here for a short
the new state register now. The
houre is called a kilowatt-hour- .
The
visit. His headquarters are in Albuf
books are now f
registration
"kilo"
prefix
always means 1,000. A
Mr. Ingalls is a son of that
querquekilowatt-hou- r
open and will remain so until
costs about ten cents.
illustrious Kansas statesman
f January 11, when they will be f
If the result is desired in horse-powJohn
J. Ingalls.
closed.
For the city and town f
f
Is
it
hours,
only necessary to reof
Las
Mrs. R. B. Wingo arrived
member
Vegas
a
that
kilowatt
registrations will f
hour
is
the
today
be made in the following places:
rrom ner home in St. Louis. She and
same as one and
horse-po1
A.
Precinct No. 29, at City Hall;
her eon, Harry Wingo, will occupy
er hoursk
Precinct No. 5, at office of El
the residence of Dr. H. W. Heymann,
ine wattmeter Is peculiar in, that
on Eighth street, during the next sev
Precinct No. 3, f
Independiente;
it measures power consumed. An in
at
of
home
eral
f
strument
months.
Jose
which
measures
Blea; Precinct
9.
the quan
No. 6, at store of Eufemio Lu- - tof
or
is
tity
known
electricity
Clarence
J.
"juice"
Roberts
ROMERO
was
SHOT
in
inuiu
juage
WHILE
cero y Jlron.
as an ammeter, because
the city a short time yesterday. He
quantity of
ATTEMPTING
TO
ENTER
was on his way to Santa Fe to sit
electricity" is always measured in
NEIGHBOR'S HOUSE
amperes. An instrument which mea
during the sessions of the New Mex
VOTERS WANT COPIES
sures tne pressure which drives the
ico supreme court of which he is an
wnen uanuto Romero attempted electricity Is called a
That
the people of Las Vegas are
associate Justice.
voltmeter, since
an Interest in the constitution
last night to force an entrance into pressure is measured in volts
taking
20 Misses and Childrens' Coats
as
just
Mr. and Mrs. E. R.Russell drove to the
home of Juan Montoya on the water pressure
is
?3.50 value, now
measured
in la shown by the fact that over 200
J2.50 day to Ocate In their
car.
touring
West
19
side, whither hie wife had fled. pounds. The wattmeter, however. of the pamphlets containing the docui riLM j
n
win return tomorrow bringing after a
family quarrel, Montoya takes account of both pressure and ment have been taken from the lobby
$6.00 value, now
... 4.60 iney
,1th them Mr. and Mrs. N. Weil. Mr.
opened Are upon him with a revolver. quantity; that Is, it multiples the of the postofflce where they were
20 Woman's Coats S6.00 value
Weil is an Ocate merchant and is As a result, Romero todav has a bul volts
by the amperes and gives the placed for distribution. There hare
.now
4.50 well known here.
hole In hia arm and a similar' result In wattn. VoU mnlUnllul In also been several inquiries concern- let
15 Woman'a Coats, $10. value,
"'-u"Dr. E. L. Hammond returned yes wound In his leg- Montoya was arrest amperes give watts. Just as pounds- - "B
persons wno
now
7.50
m
r states,
terday from a week end hunting trip ed by Sheriff Secundlno Romero and times-fee- t
give horsepower, provided
200 Women's and Misses Knit
to La Cuevaj He says he had good Town Marshal Amador Ulibarrl. He we assume that the work was done many ot,wnom are legislators, are
Mittens. 35c to 50o value, now. .20 luck with his shooting and exhibited likely will be held until a thorough in a certain time that 1b, bo much anxious to peruse the document and
.50 Women's
and Childrens'
work done in a second, or minute, or compare it with the constitutions of
a number of wild geese to substan- Investigation of the affair is made.
other states. Several residents of the
Knit Mittens 35c to 50c value.
hour. The dynamo or "generator"
to
told
of
the
the
According
story
tiate his statements.
county have received letters from
20
now
ficers Romero came home in an ugly furnishes a certain quantity of en- friends in other
parts of the country
of
amount
in
but
this
him
mood. Perhaps his wife upbraided
kilowatts,
ergy
read
who
have
constitution and
the
PROTECTED
WERE
GAMBLERS
Just in a beautiful line of Tailor
for too joyously celebrating the ar- - energy must be used for one hour extend their
for the
congratulations
4.
Americans
Two
Jan.
kilowatt-hour
Manila,
can
one
be
SkirU
Misses
naW
Woman's
Made
and
rival of the
year. At any rate before
For
excellence
of
its
provisions.
Manila
In
detectives
latest styles at very low prices, also and six Filipino
a quarrel was started without delay. charged. Two kilowatts for half an some reason numerous voters have
are
arrested.
been
have
charged
same
They
the
300 Men's and Boys' hats nobby
Mrs. Romero says her husband be- hour would amount to
to pro came abusive and threatened her thing. Thus it is neecssary not only failed to receive copies of the condistyles, these were drummers' earn with having accepted bribes
tion, although the constitutional conTies and will close out at 33 3 per tect gambling and opium dens. Fur bodily harm. Escaping his clutches, to state the rate of work in kilowatts vention voted than one be sent to
"
ther arrests of Americans are ex she ran from the house and took but also to state the time in hours,
cent off.
each person qualified to vote. Some
pected. It is said this will prove the refuge in the home of Mr. and Mrs. hence the bill states that the cost
of
these men are old residents of Las
of
bribe
taking
biggest exposure
Montoya. Swearing loudly and de (has been so much for such and suh Vegas.
s
that Is, so many kilCo. since the occupation.
Homero
manding that his wife return to him, kilowatt-hourRomero followed her. He hammered owatts furnished light or power for
"That young man Pufferly is the
DEPARTMENT STORE.
so many hours. For example 10,000
"Oh, yes, Tommy," said the teaoher, on the door and demanded that it
rudest
person I ever saw," said one
five hours
'if you have a dog you are the 'owner be opened. Montoya refused him ad watts energy supplied for
woman. '1 reminded him that
young
would amount to 50,000 watthours or we were
mittance.
of a quadruped'.
standing under the mistle.Then Romero place his shoulder fifty kilowatt-hour"No, I ain't," insisted Tommy.
toe."
The ordinary sixteen candle-powBy Studying
"Don't contradict me! I explained to against the door and pushed with all
"And what did he do?" asked the
consumes energy at the rite
to
door
his
The
lamp
yield.
began
with
animal
might.
you yesterday that any
other.
e
watts, since the
The Ads You
Seeing his house was about to be of about fifty-fivfour legs was a "
"He simply smiled and said, 'By
the generator is Jove! The
exerted
his
drew
entered
by
pressure
forcibly, Montoya
"Yes'm; but Rover lost one o' hls'n
joke's on me'." Washing110
and
each
Increase Greatly
lamp
volts,
car." Catholic gun and fired into the door. The bul- about
flghtin' a trolley
ton Star.
one-haof an ampere to flow
lets passed through the panels and
Standard and (Tlmes.
Your Chances
struck
inflicting flesh through it. This is three and one-hal- f
Romero,
Mazda STATEMENT OF CONDITION OF
to
a candle-powe- r.
and leg. Romero's watts
Blobbs 'Ton't beef about
your wounds In his arm
one-hdre- lamps are about one and
was
were
he
dressed
of "Living
wounds
and
losses. You should remember that
One hunwatts to the candle-poweported today as resting easily.
comes back." Slobbs
cat
the
After!
ten
and
dred
Ever
shot
multiplied by a ha'f
Indications are that Montoya
Happily
"That's just it.. . Most of mine went
fifty-fivthe number of watts,
defense
was
believed
the
in
what
he
gives
Present day conditions of living to the kitty."
Mrs. Romero, upon or as the engineer often aays "Joules
and
his
home
of
come pretty nearly making
of Las Vegas
IMwhom he feared her husband would per second." The joule is, strictly, a
and
Isn't
Good
generally
judgment
or
work
PERATIVE.
inflict serious injuries. It is likely certain amount of energy
at close of business, Dec. 31, 1910.
Householders find that the ads when you risk your money on it.
will be released from custody exactly like the ordinary foot pound,
he
'
There's a type of man that thinks
reallv help to make the income
Rersources
when the facta of the case have been and Is related to the watt in the same
STRETCH OVER THE NECEShe's mighty noble to permit his wife
to
th6
Is
related
brought to the attention of va justice way the foot pound
SITIES when it seems, sometimes, to be so devoted to him.
Loans' and Discounts
$145,354.64
differing only in star- Cash and
like too big a task.
of the peace at the hearing, which Ihorsepower,
46,144.24
Sight
Exchange..
here
will be held soon.
ing the .time in which a certain work Furn. and Fixtures
Buying economies a little
4,786.70
to
r
and a little there really grow
is done. It makes a big difference
eto
worth-whil- e
11,000.00
Stocks,
Sects,
REGISTER NOW IF
proportions in the
In the greac educational controv- whether work is done in an hour or
course of a year; and amount to an
YOU WISH TO VOTE
to pay
increase of income.
ersy the college president was. forced a week, and of course we wish
?207,285.58
Is
,j
Thi
work
for
It
words.
to
own
actually performed.
was, indeed,
eat his
Home-make- rs
who are tealiy
Liabilities
that
of
is
It
importance
great
are coma difficult ordeal, for In one of his what the wattmeter really keeps track
earnest happiness-hunter- s
all the voters who wish to cast f
15,000.00
he realized that he had of, and, whether we use one light Capital Stock
ing quite generally, to be intelligent
their ballots on January 21,. at 4- speeches
readers of the ads.
or a hundred, this little Instrument Surplus and undlv'ded
error.
a
made
grammatical
or
f
the election for the adoption
will always be on hand, night or
Profits
3,337.85
THE BARGAINS
'
of the constitution for
rejection
ADVERTISED
134,404.42
day, to take a record of the am iunt Savings Deposits
ARE
the new state register now. The
used. Perhaps the unthinking person Deposits subject to check. . 54,543.31
IN THE OPTIC
now f
f registration books areso until
who carelessly leaves the electric
A
f open and . will remain
light on when not needed would ba
$207,285.58
be
f January 11, when they willtown
mare careful if he remembers tha' Territory of New Mexico,
f
f closed. For the city and
the generator has to actually exert
County of San Miguel, bs.
of Las Vegas registrations will
of a horsepower to
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER f be made In the following places:
keep that single light going, een
Precinct No. 29, at City Hall; f
I, Hallett Raynolds, cashier of the
. the
cost is hut half a cent
of
All
Kinds
though
on
Estimates Famished
of El
above named bank, do solemly swear
an hour.
f Precinct' No. 6, at office No.
Building Job Work a Specialty
3.
Independiente;' Precrnct
that the above statement Is true to
Opposite Opti'o
Think it over!'
Phone, Main 336
Precinct
of
Blea;
Jose
home
at
the best of my knowledge, and belief.
f
All the world loves a lover, but
Eufemlo Lu- of
at
store
6.
No.
bourbon
Old
Taylor
Try a dram of
Correct Attest:
not pearly as much as he loves him
bar-eel- s
cero y Jlron.
.
'
at the Opera Bar. Served from
TtftftS&ST'
w
HALLETT
self.
4- "..i.-- nil
f
on the bar.
4

r.

'

M. CUNNINGHAM.

Pr--W-t,

B. JANUARY?

x

A,.t.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

T-

A SILKEN SPIDER'S WEB
May be industriously spun and woven
the leastrthin that brushes againS if
destroys
It's so with dollars and
awa"'
7 take Wini?S and
tLm

.

I
I

itliUS

Time will tell the
draw. int.erest.'
uaving wisely deposited them when you
see the growth they have attained.

at East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque
Tucumcari, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
N.
Trinidad, Colorado.

N. M

BAM WAGONS, tha Bast Farm
Wagons made
RA CINE- - SA TTIEY
CO., VcMolea
NAVAJO BLANKETS

BARGAINS

'

and PELTS

HOUSES

TRAGEDY

i

CO.
and
(Inoorponated)

WOOL, HIDES

w

-

(ELL Y

and Deatorm I n

:

CAUSES NEAIR

d

VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS

er

one-thir-

Retail Prices:-

2,000 lbs., or more, each
delivery, 20c
1,000 Ibt., to 2,000 lbs., each
delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each
delivery,
50 lbs., to 200
each delivery
LoM than 60 lbs., each delivery,

lb,

AGUA

-

per 100 lbs.
25c
30o
40o
SOo

per 10 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs. '
per 100 lbs.

'

URA CORZRANY

Harvesters. Storerrs and Distributors of Natural Ice. tb
purity mmA
lasting qualities of which nave made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
Douglas Avenue.

Primroses
Those pretty little Lavender and
Pink ones that bloom so well

rrj

17

1

J-c-

lCU

1--

Mercantile

Las Vegas Greenhouses
Store on Center Street
Phone, Main 462

s.

er

THE STANDARD FOR 30 YEARS

y

lf

--

.

and Paint Specialties

!f

r.

Cfte Plaza Crust

Savings Bank

I

Frank Revell,

f

.

-

Food for

Thinkers

Qrape Nuts

(

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

v.jr

GROSS,

FAMILY QUARREL

PAPEN.I

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

OUR SAVINGS BANK

0000

I

w
S

Put

one-thir-

JOHN

OOO

eZrleTnyhtA

Write for Catalogue

of Houston, Texas.

and

Prices.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
,
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
of those who

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, .automobiles,
used machinery and furniture,' article1 of usefulness
any
sort, and musical instruments.''"
:,...t :1 ,.
u, ,,, ,l(r
As the classified. 'ads. arejread by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things they havejeome tobe thelfinders, of the
'
best markets!
.

0
2

J
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ELECTION

OF HEARING

Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel, bs.
In the District Court.
In the Matter of the Petition of the
Board of Directors of The Las Vegas
Irrigation District, praying that the
proceedings for the issue and sale of
the bonds of eaid District may be
examined, approved and confirmed by
the Court. No. 6947, Notice of
Hearing.
To All Whom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby given that the
Board of Directors of The Las Vegas
the
Irrigation District have, on
30th day of December, A. D. 1910,
filed a petition In the District Court
of San Miguel County, Territory of
New Mexico, praying that the proceedings in said petition set forth for
the issuance and sale of the bonds of
said district, be examined, approved
and confirmed by this court, and be
Optic' Number, Main 2.
declared to be legal and valid obli
gations of said district and a lien up
ADVERATES FOR CLASSIFIED
on the real estate in said district,
TISEMENTS
That the said district court of San
Five cents per line each Iniertion
Miguel
County has heretofore on, toEstimate ix ordinary words to a line.
A.
of
31st
December,
wit:
tie
day
No ad to occupy less space than two
D. 1910, entered its order fixing the
lines. All advertisements charced will
10 o'clock a. m. on the 28th
be booked at apace actually set, with hour of
A. D. 1911, at the
of
January,
out regard to number of words. Cash day
Las
in
House
Court
Vegas, San Mi
2.
Main
ir mvance preferred. Phone
guel County, Territory of New Mexico, as the time and place for the
hearing of said petition; that all per
sons interested In the organization of
70
WOMEN Sell guaranteed hose.
said district or in the proceedings for
Make
?10
cent
daily.
per
profit
the issuance of said bonds may, on or
Full or part time. Beginners in- before the date fixed for the hearing
vestigate. Strong Knit, Box 4029 of said petition,
the 28th day
West Philadelphia, Pa.
of January, A. D. 1911, demur to or
answer said petition.
WANTED
Experienced woman as
That on said 28th day of January,
cook. Mrs. Arthur C. Ilfeld.
A. D. 1911, at the'hour of 10 o'clock
a. m. at the Court House, La3 Vegas,
Position by competent all
WANTED
Territory of New Mexico, or at such
around baker. Address R.t Optic. time as the hearing may be adjourned to, the eaid District Court of San
WANTED
Experienced teacher in Miguel County will proceed to hear
E. S.
District 37 for 3 months.
said petition and examine the proCrooks, E. Las Vegas.
ceedings upon which said bond issue
is based, for the purpose of ratifying
and confirming the said bond issue,
if aald proceedings are found to be
FOR S ALE Gentle family driving regular and according to law.
By order of Court,
horse. Inquire C. McClanahan, Ro
JOHN JOERNS, senthal Furniture Co., or 1055
Clerk of the District Court San Miguel
sixth street
County.
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all d
pub
s'Tiptlons. Notary Beats and records at The Optic office.
ORDER OF COURT

(56? Optic

COLUMN

to-w- it

Help Wanted, Etc.

to-wi- t:

NOTICE

Notice is hereoy given by the un
dersigned Board oJ County Commissioners oi the County of &ui Miguel,
that on the th day of January, A.
1911. There will be held In each,
' San Miprecinct of tha County
guel, in the Territory of New Mexico, an election for a Justice of the
Peace and a Constable in the respect
ive precincts, and that the place
where said election is to be held in
each precinct in said County of San
Miguel, is hereafter set forth, opposite the number, and name of m
respective precinct and place to hold
election.
Precinct 1. San MigueL house of
Atanacio Ulibarri.
Precinct 2, La Cuesta, house of
Ramon Madrid.
Precinct 3, Las Vegas South, house
of Juan B. Maes.
Precinct 4, Tecolote, house of Florentino Trujlllo.
Precinct 5, Las Vegas North, iouse
of Pablo Ortiz.
Precinct 6. Las Vegas Central,
house of Cleofes Armljo.
Precinct 7, San Antonio, house of
Bernardo Martinez.
Precinct 8, Las Vegas Upper, house
of Pablo Zamora.
Precinct 9, Pecos, house of Pedro
Rlbera.
PraMii
in. Chawerlto. house of
Florenclo Arellanes.
Precinct 11, San Geronlmo, house
of Nicolas Esqxdbel.
Precinct 12, Rowe, house of Pablo
A. Sena.
Precinct 13, Roclada, house of Juan
Jose Maestas, sr.
Precinct 14, Sapello, house of Ole-

JANUAKY

i.

garlo Montoya.

Prec'nct 15, Laa Manuelltas, house
of Romualdo Perea.
Precinct 16, Union.
Precinct 17, San Patricio, house of
Concepclon Alcorta.
Precinct 18, San Lorenzo, house of
Donaclano Lopez.
f
house
Precinct 19, McKlnley,
Lucero.
HIglnIo
ct
20, San Juan, house of Flo
renclo Sanchez.
Precinct 21. Casa Colorada, house
of Natlvidad Leyba.
Precinct 22, Sabinosa, house of An
tonio LeBlanc.
Precinct 23, San Jose, house of
Juan Segura.
Precinct 24, La Liendre, house of
Lorenzo Tapia.
Precinct 25, Pena Blanca, house of
Territory of New Mexico,
Cruz
Duran.
County of San Miguel, ss
Precinct 26, Loa Alamos, house of
In the District Court.
In the matter of the Petition of the Jose N. Gallegos.
FOR RENT 7 room, house, 919 TilPrecinct 27, San Pablo, house o
Geo.
H. Board of Directors of The Laa Vegas
den. $10 per month.
Sanchez.
Jesus
the
that
District,
Hunker.
praying
,
Irrigation
Precinct 28, Chavez, house of Siof
issue
and
the
sale
for
proceedings
mon Garcia y Montoya.
FOR
RENT Light
housekeeping the bonds of said District may be
Precinct 29, East Las Vegas, City
rooms. Electric light and , bath. examined, approved and confirmed by
Hall.
No.
6947.
court.
Order
Court,
the
of
Inquire 717 Fifth street, or Phone
Precinct 30, Canon de ManuelitaB,
Be It Remembered, That on the 31st
Vegas 159.
house
of Juan Jaramlllo.
D.
A.
of
the
1910,
December,
day
Precinct 31, Puerteclto, house ..of
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for Board of Directors of The Las Vegas
SandovaL
light housekeeping. 614 Twelfth Irrigation District, presented a peti Albino
Precinct 32, El Pueblo, house of
tion to the Honorable C. J. Roberts,
street.
Judge of said court praying for the Candelario Ulibarri.
Precinct 33, Los Viglles, house of
FOR RENT Well furnished
house, examination, approval and confirma- Jose
Agaplto Martinez.
612 Main avenue. Inquire New Op-ti- tion of the bonds issued by said disPrecinct
34, San Isldro, house jt
trict, as provided by law, and that
hoteL
the court fix the time for the hearing Fermln Benavldez.
Precinct 35, Las Gallinas, house of
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Mrs. of said petition and for an order that Claudlo Aranda.
Del Chambers, 710 Grand Avenue. the clerk of said court, give and pubPrecinct 36, Penasco Blanco, house
lish a notice of the filing of said petiof
Ezequiel Sanchez.
FVSL RENT Seven room house with tion and the hearing thereof.
Precinct 37, El CerrltOr house of
And the court being now sufficientetectric lights and bath. Inquire
ly advised In the premises doth order Epitaclo Quintans- .423 GalHnas.
that the 28th day of January, A. D. Precinct 38, Los Torres, house of
1911, at 10 o'clock a. m. of said day Luis S. Montano, jr.
FOR RENT Five room house. Apply
Precinct 39, Tecolotlto, house of
be and is hereby fixed as the time of
azO Gallinas.
Salas.
Ecipio
hearsaid
said
hearing the
petition;
Precinct 40, Bernal, house of Ceci- the court house at Las
ing to be-aFUR RENT Two room furnished Vegas, San Miguel County, Territory lio Jaramlllo.
Precinct 41, Canon Largo, house of
uuuse, 921 Lincoln.
of New Mexico; and it is further orCoca.
Antonio
dered that the clerk of this court
Precinct 42, Romerovllle, house of
shall give and publish a notice of the
Ortiz y Ortiz.
filing of said petition and of the said Gumeclndo
Los Fuertes, house of
43,
Precinct
and
the
hearing thereof;
LOST Blue wolf fur, between Na- day fixed for
or- Serapio Baros.
in
interested
the
that
any
person
tional avenue and Crystal theater,
Precinct 44, Ojitos Frios, house of
In the
on Seventh street Return to Optic ganization of said district or
Ortiz.
Miguel
of
sole
Issue
or
the
for
proceedings
and receive reward.
Precinct 45, El Aguila, house of Fl- said bonds, may on or, before the date
fixed as aforesaid for the hearing of dencio Lucero.
Precinct 46, Emplazado, house of
LOCAL TIME CARD
said petition, demur to or answer unRomero.
Roman
to said petition.
Precinct 47, Hot Springs, house of
And it is further ordered that 'the
WE8T BOUND
said notice, including a copy of this Lorenzo Lear.
Precinct 48, Trementina, house of
Arrive
order shall be published in the Las
No 1
1:50 P. M. Vegas Daily Optic, a dally newspaper Hllario Gonzales.
Precinct 49, Agua Zarca, house of
6:15 A. M. published in the City of Las Vegas,
No S
No. 7
6:15 P. M. San Miguel county. Territory of New Antonio Mares.
Precinct 50, Casa Grande, house of
6:35 P. M- - Mexico, as provided by law.
No. 9
Done In open court this 31st day of Matias Aragon.
Precinct 51, San Ignacio, house of
December, A. D. 1910.
Dejpart
Cruz
Roibal.
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
No. 1
2:10 P. M.
Precinct
52, Colonias Arriba, house
Etc.
Pub.
Judge,
No. 3
6:30 A. M.
of Pablo Barela.
6:40 P. M.
No. 7
Precinct 53, Encinosa, house of Do7:00 P. M- No. 9
LEGAL NOTICE
lores Medina.
Having assumed entire ownership
Precinct 54, Mlshawaka, house of
EAST BOUND
and control of the Las Vegas Iron D. H. Newcomer.
Works, the public Is hereby notified
Arrive
Precinct 55, Cherryvale, house of
no credit Is to be given against C. F. Jester.
that
9:10 P. M.
No. 2
11:25 P. M. the firm without my personal or writ- BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONNo. 4
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
1:15 A. M. ten order.
No. 8
LAS VEGAS IRON WORKS,
1:45 P. M.
MIGUEL,
No 10
Chas. F. ,Adlon, Proprietor.
By Roman Gallegos, Chairman,
Dec 28, Jan 4, 11
Attesf LORENZO DELGADO,
Depart
9:15 P. M.
No- - 2
Clerk.
(Seal)
Even when it cries the father of a
No . 4
,....11:30 P. M.
1:25 A. M. first baby always thinks it's a howl
No. 8
The golfer remembers the Sab- 2:10 P. M. ing success.
No. 10
bath day to jfteep it hole-Iy-.

For Sale

National Western Stock Show, Denver, Colorado
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For Rent
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OUR TOWN AND THE MAP
OUR TOWN on tne iuapT

Where is
-

Who KNOWS our town is on tne map?
CARES other than our borne folks?

3

Who
4

-

SJV

What does OUR TOWN mean, INDUSTRIALLY, to America?
Anything?
What is its RANK in the American town development game?

vV

Whats .the

SCORE?

Are we really IN the game?
It is almighty Important, the position OUR TOWN takes in tbls
race for supremacy among towns.
t
And the old town cannot tight battles without YOU ana to
BOOST.

We can BOOST, at least it we do not BUILD.

No town i3

better than her

ME.v.

No town ever WENT AHEAD without men to PUSH her ahead.
A lazy farmer

allow

uls crops

A lazy townsman allows his towu
ALLY and FIGURATi VBLx .

run to weeds.

to run

to

weeds

Wmili and crona do not come oa well together.
town development do not know eacn other.

LITER-

Vveenraiia

Let's cut down the .weeds.

f

LIEUT. GORDON JOHNSTON
A Cavalry Jumper at the Denver Horss Show, Jan.
markable Photo Taken at Practice.
.

The National Western Stock Show
at Denver has arranged to give the
cavalry horse a prominent place In the
and
big show to be held January
Secretary Dickinson of the department
of war has issued an order for a troop
of cavalry from Fort Russell to participate. This troop will bring down
to the Denver show a bunch of typical
cavalry horses and they will be put
through their drill in the arena to
show Just what is required of them.
In addition to the cavalry horses, a
number of officers will attend the
show with their chargers and will
show the breeders the class of horse
they need and the kind of work they
are expected to perform. A good charger must be a good jumper and one of
the features of the Denver show will
be the jumping In the military classes.
The military feature of the horse
show at Madison Square last month
and also at the International show at
Chicago, attracted much interest and
should prove a most interesting and
Instructive feature at the big Denvei
show In January.
16-2-

1
16 21.

From a

Re-

tot

Let's CULTIVATE our ground.
There la a REASON for our town relng on the map, else It would
be there.
Let us STUDY our town a mue.

The war department at Washington
is experiencing considerable difficulty
during the past few years in securing
the proper kind of horses for re
mounts for the cavalry. During the
nast five vears the farmers of the
country have been going almost ex
clusively into the breeding of heavy
draft horses and while there are still
a number of good light stallions In
service, the demand for light harness
horses and saddle horses is far in ex
cess of the demand.
The Boer war, the Spanish-Amer- i
scrap
can war and the Japan-Russidrew heavliy upon the saddle horses
of the country and particularly in the
west Ranee stockmen took advan
tage of the demand to clean up the
light range stock and today the west
is producing barely enough of the saddle horse to supply the demand for
cow horses.
Practically nothing has been done to
Interest the horse breeders of the
country in the cavalry horse. Few
breeders know just what is required
of a cavalry horse or the class of a
horse that is wanted for that Durnose.
a

Find out WHY we are on the m&p; why you and 1 and "our
In making inneighbors settled in this spot Instead pf some other.
we
will
discover
quiry
probably
why OTHER persons, other 13USI- in
Mr.
to
iiKe
would
we
live and do business in our town.
wji.!a
will not discourage our ADVANTAGES.
After WE know our town, lets tell others; let's pass the information AROUND; sent It ABROAD.
Let's WORK for our town.
Our PRIVATE business is important and must not be neglected, but our business interests are inseparably associated with the
velfare of the TOWN.
If the TOWN prospers, WE will have a better CHANCE to
prosper.
If we are MAKING GOOD NOW. what could we do In FAtt
MORE FAVORABLE
circumstances?
What are YOU and I willing to dc to make OUR TOWN more
,
PROMINENT on the map?

THE

LOBBY
SHORT

THE

RESTAURANT AND CAFE
7RDERS AND REGULAR DINNER8

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE

ALWAYS

HANDLED

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
FOR PUBLICATION
(Not Coal Land)
(Not Coal Land)
to.
of the Interior, U. S,
U.
Department
the
Interior,
of
Department
1
Land Office at Santa Fo, N. M., Dec. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M Dec
12, ldlO.
12 110.
Notice is hereby given that John CHAPMAN LODGE NO. A.
Notice Is hereby given that Herbert
2,
F.4A.M, F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
Smith, of Gonzales, N. M., who, on W. Grimes, of Cherryvale, N. M.', who,
communiRegular
evenings each month, at Fraternal
En
Homestead
October 26, 1909, made Homestead on May 5, 1909, made
Brotherhood hall. Visiting Brothers
cation
first
and
1
Section
SE
No.
Lots
No.
for
for
010006,
Serial
012004,
try,
Entry
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulra
In
third
21
N.
2
2.
16
Thursday
E.,
Section
9, Township
N., Range
and 2 and S
NE
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.
each month. VisitRange 21 E., N. M. P. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
Township 16
NOTICE

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

1- -4,

.1--

ing brothers cor FRATERNAL
Intention to make Final Commutation
NO.
BROTHERHOOD,
invited.
H. Klnkel, W.
dially
George
land
to
establish
claim
to
the
Proof,
102 Meets every
at
Friday
night
Chas.
H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
above described, before Robt. L. M. M.;
' their hali in the Schmidt
buildin.
Ross, U. S. Court Commissioner, at LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
vest of Fountain Square, at eight
KNIGHTS
Las Vegas,' N. M., on the 20th day
TEMPLAR
o'clock. Visiting members are corof January, 1911.
dially welcome. W. C. Dennis, presiRegular concl7i second
Claimant names as witnesses:
dent; Frank Revell, Secretary.
Tuesday in each month at
Herbert Smith, of Gonzales, N. M., Masonic Tiaiple at 7:30 p. in. C. D.
Bartholomew B. Schwelger, of Cherry Bencher, S. C; Charles Tamme, KNIGhTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
vale, N. M., William Smith, of East recorder.
Thursday in O. R. C. halL Pioneer
Las Vegas, N. M., John M. Stubley,
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYAL
building. Visitlag members are cor
of East Las Vegas, N. M.
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
dlally Invited. W. a. Tipton. G. K.;
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
tion first Monday in each
E. P. Mackel. F. S.
Dec 13 Jan 18
month at Masonls Temple,
at 7:30 p m. M. R. Wil I. O. O. F., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO. 1
Look for the Bee Hive
liams, H. P.; Chas. H,
Meets every Monday evening at
On the package when you buy Fol
For La Grippe Coughs and Stuffy
Sporleder,
their
Secretary.
hall on Sixth street. All visitColds
ey's Honey and Tar for coughs and
Take Foley's Honey and Tar. It colds. None genuine without the EL
ing Brethren cordially invited to at1
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
gives quick relief and expels the cold Bee Hive. Remember the name,
tend, SIg Nahm, N. G.,; Carl Wsjrt
KNIGHTS
OF
PYTHIAS Meets
from your system. It contains no Foley's Honey and Tar and reject any
V. G.; T. M. El
wood, Secretary;
every
Monday
opiate, It Is safe and sure. O. G. substitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red
W. E. Crltes, treasurer; C. V.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
evening in Caa
Hear
Cross Drug Ce.
cock, cemetery trustee.
tie Hall. Visiting
Knights are cor
DENTISTS.
dlally invited.
Geo. A. Fleming
F. R. LORD
Keeper of RecOENTI8T
ords and Seal.
Office Pioneer Buildina
Rooms S and 4
Office Phone Main 67
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed healthful- Residence Phone 418
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
nesa without extremes of heat or cold, havine nearly 300
and third Wednesdays of each
nays or sunsnine in the year.
OR. E. L. HAMMOND
monu at Fraternal Brotherhood
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mounDENTIST
halL A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A Suite
tain streams or from wells of no great depth.
4. Crockett
RniMin.
u..
Givens, Secretary. Visiting mem
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen inches, averPhones at office and residence.
bers cordially invited.
age, occurring principally In July and August
The soil lg highly fertile and easy of working, being generalB. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
ATTORNEYS
ly sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Geo. H. Hunker
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
Chester
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
wnere conditions are equally good.
HUNKER & HUNKER
Brothers are cordially invited. J K.
Attorneys at i,m
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat potatoes, corn and
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
New Merino
don, Secretary.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, is proving to be sucJ. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
cessful here, a large area being under" cultivation.
8TOCK
OWNERSI
I. O. B. B. Meets every first Tues ATTENTION
am fully prepared to
An irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surroundprevent in your
of the month in the vestry
day
stock, all contagious blood or
ing the city Is now being constructed.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
gennt
cidal diseases; such as,
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showo clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
distemper
in horses, black leg In
ing up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality i
cattle, fllaria
inivted. Isaao
cordially
Appel,
,
quarried nearby.
(bronchitis) in sheep, hog cholera
Chas. Greenclay,
President;
In pigs, and a number of
The Pecos National Forest w hlch is near, affords excellent
others.
Will also cure any of the above disgrazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost
RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Brotheases while others pronounce
Stock raising is a profitable business.
them
erhood hall every tecond and fourth
incurable. Will go to any
A great natural pleasure ground abounds
In this National
of
part
Thursday, sleep at the eighth ru
the territory when called by responForest with itg grand scenery, Its trout streams and big game.
Visiting brothers always- - welcome
sible parties. Write for terms and
Beautiful mountain resorts wl thin easy access of ths city are
to the wigwam. E. E. Gehrin.
fees. Address. Dr. G. S.
open all the year for health
eosure seekers.
Montoya,
sachem; Walte H. Davis, chief of
1208 National avenue, E. Las
Vegas,
records and colfector of wampum.
N. M. Phone Vegas 224.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
to make Final Commutation Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Robt. L. M. Ross, U.
S. Court Commissioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on the 20th day of Jan
uary, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Bartholomew B. Schwelger, of Cherryvale, N. M., John W. Grimes, of
Cherryvale, N. M., George A. Humphrey, of Shoemaker, N. M., Manuel D.
A. Maes, of Gonzales, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
Dec 13 Jan 18
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As the black laundress sat down at
If Sarah Corbridge had been asked
dug a stubborn toe Into
her first luncheon Jn the kitchen she theFrederick
floor. His fat, limp hand held his to recall the time when she had not
aed at the girl bride In open ad- pencil loathlngly.
His brow was bead resided In a hall bedroom she would
miration.
ed with perspiration, born, not of la have had to look far back Into the
"Tain1 right fo' de likes of you to bor, but of
years. Before she reached that stage
obstinacy.
wait on me," she protested. "Don'
'
'
"Now,
Frederick,"
i
began Miss of existence there had been a child-hoo- d
you nevah set no table fo" me again.
of two rooms for the family and
,1
1)
Bnrke, with conscientious enthusiasm,
You say you Jus' start in'
housekeep-IwwtmmHn
sitting down at the desk across the a corner mattress for Sarah. When
T
I
;
im.ii.im.jn
1
My! You do bettah'n mos' or
beau-tl-fwas fifteen she became a nurse,
she
"let's
aisle,
draw
a
of
a
picture
mah'led women. Take Mis' Adams
big dog."'
girl and then she attained the dignity
down on the second flo
You could
A few more beads of perspiration of the department store and the hall
Rive huh lessons."
appeared upon Frederick's flushed bedroom.
"Do you know her. Annie?" the
girl forehead and the hand that held the
The hall bedroom had seemed to
bride demanded In surprise. She had
a marvelous apartment when she
her
became
a
more
pencil
shade
nerveless.
been at some trouble to find a launIt was at three o'clock that Miss first entered It and shut the door bedress who should be a stranger to
Burke had suggested gayly that every- hind her and felt that it was all hers.
every one In the building.
That
sense of ownership
"Oh. yas'm. Ah used to wash fo' body should draw the picture of an never delightful
animal
and
let
else
Mis' Adams, but, my, my! Ah th'ew
guess life. again was quite equaled In her
everybody
wnat it was. It was now a quarter
uown mat place!"
The girl bride took note of this re- past four. Each of the other children theShe walked over and pulled down
cracked window
uiarn. bne had never lived In a flat had executed the Jlkeness of some torn hem to shut out shade with the
the world further
chcen
animal
and
then
their
short
Before, but she had extremely definite
and smiled at the dim gaslight that
theories as to how it should be done. legs had trudged, trotted or skipped
home with these treasures of art, but concealed the soiled spots on the wall
"Help yourself to more coffee when
Then she touched the thread
you wish It, Annie," was what she Frederick still sat before his small paper.
Dare spread on the cot with a hand
desk,
mullshness
his
enthroned
upon
said, after a pause.
almost reverent There were besides
"Yas'm. Thank you'm. Now, that's brow and no slightest hint of the coun- a
small walnut chair and a washstand
terfeit
presentment of any beast ap
Jus' a sample. Ah like fo' folks to
treat me human. Mis" Adams, she'd pearing upon the virgin surface of his with aonmirror hung over It and six
hooks
the back of the door.
give me the most owdacious washln's paper.
Each morning she heated water in
Miss Burke spoke again, persuasive
like to kill me! Ah tol' huh so to
huh face. Nevah talk 'bout nobody ly. I m going up to the platform now, a tin cup over the gas Jet and made
behln' they back. Ah'm right out! But rreoerick, to arrange my desk all tea. Coffee she did not dare make.
the reason I finally th'ew down the neatly for tomorrow, and when I come for its fragrance would have revealed
back I Just know I shall find a lovely her crime to the prowling landlady,
place was the petticoat'
&ne nad a piece of bread with the tea,
She waited, and the bride, being picture of a dog. Now. shan't I?"
er luncn she got downtown at a 16- flesh and blood, repeated, "The pettiTederick spoke not, nor did he
move during the ten minutes Miss cent eating place and at night she
coat?"
Burke
In inventing small du carried home a couple of bananas, made
"Yas'm.
She missed ues in passed
connection
with the tldvine more tea and had bread and butter
it, an' she guessed Ah had it, an' it
and dried beef.
or
her
desk.
up
made hand feelln's. Then she foun
She never quite lost the feeling of
When she came down from the plat
it, right wan she put It huhse'fr
stuffed In a pantry draw un'er the form and stood before Frederick again, luxunousness at having her own gas
dish towels! That's the kin' o' house mere was that In her voice which Jet to get her meals on during all the
made him take his reluctant gaze from succeeding years. Time and the mu
keepln, she does. Tell you, mis'.
lauons or the world occasionally
nice, neat housekeepah like you'll hoi his paper and raise It to her face.
Frederick Merriam," said the hith cnangea ner address, but the room
up yo ban's to see how Mis' Adams
runs things. Well, Ah's suttinly had erto persuasive tones, "I'm going to remained the same in all practical
a fine lunch, but nex' time Ah'm sho wasn my hands and put on my wraps points. When people built houses with
and when I come back I expect to find hall bedrooms there must have been
goin' to wait on myse'f."
a
picture of a dog on that piece of Just one architect, who made all the
inai evening tne girl bride con
plans, for they are all alike.
flded to the young husband that Annie paper."
If Sarah Corbridge had been a Dretwas a treasure.
ne pointed a firm finger at the
Of course I don't attach too much sheet before him and then turned iy gin doubtless fate would have
made her the wife of the floorwalker
weight to what she says of this Mrs. away.
or
When his teacher returned ten min his of the friendly clerk who bought
Adams," she added, charitably, "but
necktie at the next counter, but
It's well to go slow, and I shan't be utes later Frederick sat with his toe
too cordial when she calls. As for dug into the floor and his pencil limp- she was Just ordinarily plain and nre- serious. Neither by beau
Annie, she's so willing to wait on her ly grasped in his hand, but on the ternaturally
nor by good spirits did she attract.
self I believe I'll Join that lunch club, paper had appeared an outline in ty
even if It does meet on my washing which an indulgent critic might have a singular lack of vanity kept her
from missing too much the frills and
found a faint suggestion of a dog.
day. You know I've always said
furbelows which she passed In the
wasn't going to let my housekeeping
"We'll try to do better next time. store.
rule me the way mamma does."
Frederick," said Miss Burke. "You
Sarah was a steady, faithful, old re
For several weeks after that things may get your hat and go now."
liable, and the girls at her counter
moved like a story book. Annie came
Miss Burke, passing down the hall a gave her a
halting sort of affection
regularly to wash and Iron In the few minutes later, overtook her small for her recognized virtues. None of
."Good
pupils.
night Freddie." she them precisely loved her. You never
her
club, regaled her friends said with the magnanimous courtesy could imagine anyone getting up any
with tales of her own good manage- of the one who has had the best of It Kind of violent emotion over Sarah.
Frederick stared fixedly at the wall The other girls told her about their
ment
r
Then a cloud appeared no bigger until she had passed. Then he looked troubles at home and asked her what
than a visiting card. Five weeks had vindictively at her retreating back. ' shade to buy for a new dress, but they
"I'll go tind mUSS Up her ol' desk," never whispered to her in corners
passed and nobody in the building had
'attempted to call on the bride, either he thought "Makln me draw a pitch over what young men had said to
er of a ol' animal!"
them. She was left out of all that.
through the front door or the back,
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmimmsmmammmim
Sarah grew to be thirty, and then
Not that she cared If all the people
He turned back Into the schoolroom
I
iwere like that slovenly Mrs. Adams! and tiptoed up to Miss Burke's desk. surprisingly soon she was forty, and
'.Still it was' odd, and that Mrs. Logan Everything was put away Inside the she was stiU In the department store.
on the first floor looked so nice!
drawers except a few pencils and a There had been for her 22 years of
A step sounded on the porch and ruler. Fredrick threw the pencils on making tea over the gas Jet and get
some one knocked. The dreaded the floor, and then, taking the ruler ting down to work on time and
ihnck-doo- r
caller had come at last
between two chubby hands, he broke doubling in her fingers bo the holes In
land In the form of the despised Mrs. It across his fat knee. Then he tip- the tips of her lisle gloves would not
Adams!
toed to the door and sped down the show. Then a lawyer hunted her up
with the information that her mother's
"Ah!" said the girl bride In the lcj hall.
'manner she had been saving for back
There was no rest for Frederick that oldest brother in an eastern state had
idoor callers. "Walk right through to night. His 'uneasy
dreams were died and left his money to her.
It was not a big fortune, but it
:the parlor."
haunted by visions of angry Miss
But Mrs. Adams seemed reluctant. Burke threatening him with broken spelled millions to Sarah. She was
j'T came," she said, "to talk to you rulers and great paper dogs opening like a child to whom had been doled
'about Annie, the laundress. I feel sure horrible mouths at him. Early in the out one piece of candy a week and
lyou don't know what she's doing on morning he crept from his bed and who suddenly has a whole
went to the drawer where he kept his box thrust Into its hands.
Iwashlng day while you're away.
"T beg your pardon," was the IndigNOTICE FOR BIDS
In a daze she kept on working, till
bank. He took the bank to the bed
PROGRESSIVES GET TOGETHER been sworn in, most of the state ofInant response'. "I find everything and shook it violently until he could slowly she formulated plans for her COAL MINING IN NEW MEXICO
of
conmembers
4.
A
The
ficials, commissioners,
undersigned school directors
Minenapolis, Min., Jan.
done exactly as I wish It on my re hear nothing more rattling inside it.
future. She rented a
flat
and the state bar and of Wagon Mound district in Mora
the
the
vention
republiof
judiciary
progressive
turn."
Three bright Lincoln pennies re- and furnished it.
(Continued . From Page Three)
cans of Minnesota, characterized by very many personal friends of the county, will meet on the 6th day of
"But do you know where she gets warded his efforts.
She did it haltingly, breathlessly
Iher lunches?"
its promoters as "the first political new governor. The inauguration was
Eight o'clock found Frederick, a hur- and all by herself. None of the girls the workmen were allowed to go into
February, A. D. 1911, with the pur"Here In my kitchen, with my per- - ried
In
knew
store
his
the
what
had
breakfast lying heavy upon
happened an unsafe wonting place, ana lr so, covention ever held in the Northwest preceded by the customary militarj pose of on that day opening and re(mission."
stomach, standing before the to her She forgot nothing in the fur- - the fire boss or shot firer who ne- solely for the consideration of polit- parade. After taking the oath, GovI told them you didn't youthful
"There!
ceiving bids for the erection and conshowcase of the "school store, ma- niLLings of her flat. Somehow she had
ical principles," met in this city to- ernor Baldwin read his address.
condiknow. She's been going from family king a careful survey of its contents. absorbed In long years of glancing in glected to report such unsafe
leadstruction of a "four room adobe or
an attendance of party
to family In the building, asking for After due consideration he selected at show windows a sense of the fitness tion is held responsible. Right here day with
FIGHT rock building and assembly room."
lunch and telling a pitiful tale of how one stick of chewing gum, done up In of things, so she picked out surprising is where the laxity of the laws is ers from all over Minnesota and from SPIRITED SENATORIAL
her
states as
e
you go to your club and leave and
a piece of
Hartford, Conn., Jan. 4. A spirited Persons desiring to b'd may get plans
paper fringed at ly correct furniture. The little living very apparent. If a miner's working some of the neighboring
with nothing In the house to eat,
room had a piano and art lamps, and place is made safe for him before he well. The, immediate purpose of the contest for the United States senator-shithe ends, one
and specifications from County Supersucker. With these pretty chairs and fair pictures and is allowed to enter it, he should be gathering is to form an organization
one
and
Connecticut
the
Bias Sanchez at Wagon
in
intendent
in
is
prospect
"What!" The bride was gasping deposited In a paper bag striped with even a stiff row of books. The dining
which will work for the enactment of legislature, which convened in reg- Mound. The board reserves the right
or
It
for
bo,
keeping
responsible
astonishment.
with
room had a golden-oatable with six
purple he hastened to school.
should come out and report it dang- progressive measures at the present ular session today. Senator Morgan to reject one or all of said bids If
"In the morning she goes to Mary
tore a sheet from his tab- chairs and a sideboard with half a
he
Here
for
erous. The laws should prescribe a session of the Minnesota legislature. G. Bulkeley's term will expire next found not in accordance with our
iCameron, Mr. Ferris' housekeeper,
knives
silver
dozen
and
forks
and
a
let and inscribed these words upon it:
measures upon March and he is a candidate for re- plans and specifications. For further
iher cup of coffee, and the way she "Dear Miss Burke. Yours
dozen
in
the drawer. penalty for working in an unsafe place Among the reform
spoons
truly, Fred- whole
Italks about your housekeeping is erick." Attaching this with a decrepit She furnished the rest of the flat as in a coal mine, except In case of which the leaders of the movement election. Opposing him is former information address County Superinexten-aio- n
scandalous. She has told everyone
Governor George P. McLean, who has tendent Bias Sanchez.
pin to the paper bag, he laid It on completely and then she moved in.
emergency or when making the place lay particular stress ara the
about that petticoat you missed"
It was like wandering through a secure.
Miss Burke's desk and, returning to
eleof the direct primary law to the support of the progressive
DAMACIO CHAVEZ, Chairman,
"PetticoatI"
nose in his lan- thousand-roopalace to Sarah Corofficers and United States sena- ment of the republican party in Constate
a his seat, burled his
shot
J. D. MEDINA, Clerk,
in
mines
The
It
found
employ
larger
how
and
you
"Yes,
guage book and awaited developments. bridge and she felt dizzy. She was
a constitutional amendment necticut.
MANUEL PALTENGHE Director
electric- tors,
shots
or
the
by
explode
affluence
she
the
felt
subtle
Ipantry drawer."'
Burke.
tasting
exclaimed Miss
"Well!"
Dec 28, Jan 4, 11, 18
The girl bride dumbly stared. Then "Somebody has been giving me a pres- Influence of her surroundings. It was ity, and all shots are exploded after adopting the initiative and referenehe giggled. Five minutes later she ent Frederick!" reading the name on all hers!
the miners and others (except the dum and the recall, a stronger corA Reliable Cough Medicine
land Mrs. Adams were laughing '
walked
back
and
forth
She
how
nice
of
through
shot flrers) have left the mine. Clay rupt practices act, and the extension
paper. "Why,
the sheet
Foley's Foley's Kidney Remedy An AppreIs a valuble family friend.
like chums.
till
was
she
tired
flat
and
the
then
ciation
she
Frederick!"
this condition
civil servicefulfills
of
is
material
or
incombustible
of
other
the
and
Tar
you
was
Honey
Annie
due,
The next morning
L. McConnell Catherine, St.,
remembered that she was hungry. She
8th
N.
the
took
as
she
Charles
Mrs.
bag,
Kline,
up
Did
she,
misbe
to
exactly.
young
supplied at convenient places,
"I wish to exN. Y., writes:
and, to her surprise, her
a
glance at the broken went out paBt the dining room and used by the miner for tamping or
St., Easton, Pa., states: "Several
BALDWIN TAKES OFFICE
of the great
its
with
tress met her. looking like an aveng-to- give offleeting
shelves
the
my
a
appreciation
press
cured
been
have
pantry
in
of
a
showing
members
family
rules lying
my
conspicuous
pieces
Hartford, Conn., Jan. 4. Simeon of bad coughs and colds by the use good I derived from Foley's Kidney
angel.
full set of china; Into the kitchen with stemming his shot holes. Traveling
where
the
Janitor
on
desk,
the
spot
demanded, "where
Its gas range and pots and pans. A roads have been constructed for the E. Baldwin became the sixty-firs- t
"Annie," she
of Foley's Honey and Tar and I am Remedy, which I used for a bad case
had placed them?
she
little
looked
noon,
at
never without a bottle in the house, of kidney trouble. Five bottles did
the
this
of
have you been getting your lunches
some
uncertainly,
Connecticut
and
of
to
leave
enter
a
Dear
what
governor
me,
employes
"Chewing gum!
effectively and proved
gone?"
modest array of groceries on the the
conit soothes and relieves the Irritation the work most doubt
the days I've been
the
to
defend
oath
thatthe when he took
larger mines, in order
paper!
it is the most recold. to me beyond
the
loosens
and
then
up
and
throat
in
the
Annie's eyes rolled swiftly. "Lan's gay
shelves
she
mechanically
sucker, too!" She careand an
of the haulage and roads stitution of the state. Before him I have always found it a reliable liable kidney medicine I have ever
dangers
new
for
a
tin
reached
cup.
sake!" she exclaimed In disgust
pint
and apparently without glancing
may be avoided. Large and efficient were the members of the general as- cough cure." O. G. Schaefer and taken." O. G. Schaefer and Red
She lit the burner above the sink
"Them Injun glvahs been talkin'! aft lessly,
at
them, brushed the pieces of the then held the cup over it till the and
Cross Drug Co.
In
kitchens
eat
to
me
they
fans furnish an abundance of air.
wasembly, who a short time before had Cross Drug Co.
they uhged
broken ruler into her waste basket,
till I was plumb mohtifled to refuse! while she arranged the contents of the ter boiled. She made tea and ate
which she
Bome crackers with It,
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Why"
paper bag in a row on her desk. "I turned out the gas andajter
went into her PAZO OINTMENT Is
How dared you go and tell that pet love
Frederick."
suckers,
guaranteed to
little bedroom. After shutting the cure
ticoat story about me?"
atcase
nose
became
of
firmly
Blind, BleedFredrick's
Itching,
any
tender
door on the rest of the flat she lit one
Annie looked positively
tached to a page of his language book, light and sat down to mend stockings. ing or Protruding Pile3 in 6 to 14
tones
mellow
her
in
said
she
"Honey,"
Ah
but he could not conceal the grin of Outside in the darkness the piano and lays or money refunded. 60c.
"ev'ybody makes mistakes.
relief which promptly
tellln' that petticoat yahn gratification andflushed
the books and the art lamps waited,
countenance.
his
cahless-nes- ,
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
was
overspread
I
it
and the dining room set stood stiffly
bout you, but if did,
A Manayunk spinster says that lots
ana vigor. Keiuse suDsurores.
I
I
'em
for
Ain't
got
glad
"Gee;
In its loneliness, but Sarah, behind her
honey Jus' cahlessnes3
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality
of affection is wasted on a man that
he thought
her?"
was!"
it
all
DRUG CO.
CROSS
had
AND
them.
RED
tha's
G.
closed
BY
SCHAEFER
door,
O.
SALE
forgotten
FOR
though'lessness.
would be appreciated by a pet dog.
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MONARCH MAPLE SYRUP

1

.

Better
Bigger, Brighter,
Than Ever

LOCAL NEWS

All high grade tonics used

at

Nol- -

Absolutely Pure Maple
Free from adulteration, the product
of

the MAPLE TREE

ONLY

60c

...$1.10
$2.00

Gallon Cans, full measure for

AT

The Store of Ike Davis
Phone Main

IL:

Clean, hot towel, each and
shave, at Sanitary Barber
Nagle & Buhler. -

'

every
Shop.

Otto E. Feil, deputy clerk of the
probate court, was able to be out yesterday after an illness of several days.

We Have! it in

Quarts, full measure, for
J Gallons, full measure, for

Automobile, carriage and sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

193 or Main 194

The Las Vegas grant board held
Its regular monthly business meeting
today. Business of a routine nature
was transacted.
The Greater Las Vegas band will
hold its regular rehearsal tonight in
the city hall. All the members are
urged to be present.
Two children of E. S. Showalter, a
clerk in the East Las Vegas post-oc- e
are ill. One is threatened with an
attack of pneumonia- -

Timothy Ha.y

We place on "sale
today a lot of men's
stiff bosom shirts in
a large number of

midwinter Carnival Ball

--

FEBRUARY 22, DUNCAN OPERA, HOUSE

patterns. Neat f igures

Several Distinct and New
"
Cake Walks, Merry
Widow Prize Waltz, Clowns Contest, Crowning of King and Queen,
300 extra chairs already arranged for.
Two Orchestras, Continuous Music.

and stripes, all good
styles, short bosoms,

Features. Something doing every minute.

Patrons of the postoffioe who de
sire return receipts for registered
letters and parcels will now be required to ask for them when the mail
Is registered. Otherwise, in accordance with a ruling of the postal department, no receipt will be required
from the recipient of the letter or
parcel. During the holiday rush the
postofflce required return slips sent
to senders of registered mail as an
accommodation to Its patrons. The
new ruling is a good one as it allows
the more prompt delivery of registered mail.

White Cleaned Oats

Corn Corn Chops
and

I

PIE

SHIRT SALE

THE E. ROMERO HOSE & FIRE CO.

just what you want

during thiscold weather Not all sizes of
one kind, but all sizes
in the lot, sizes 14 to 17:

REGISTER NOW IF
u

f
f
4- -

f

f

f
f
f

f

f

YOU WISH

TO VOTE

It is of great importance that
all the voters who wish to cast
their ballots on January 21, at
election for the adoption or
rejection of the constitution for
the new state register now. The
books are now
registration
open and will remain so until
January 11, when they will be
closed- - For the city and town
of Las Vegas registrations will
be made in the following places:
Precinct No. 29, at City Hall;
Precinct No. 5, at office of El
Independiente; Precinct No. 3,
at home of Jose Blea; Precinct
No.s 6, at store of Eufemlo Lu-cero y Jlron.

t
f

Offer Choice of lot at

f
f
f

shirts worth up to $1.25 at
the same price.
,

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

The Valley City

flotor Washer
IV

& SON,
JOHNSEN
Furnishers the

Our Chase and Sanborn's High Grade
Coffees and Teas

.tin

into

We ask you to give Chase and Sanborn's coffees and teas a
trial and be convinced of their merits as luxurious and beneficial
-

Electa Coffee

. ..,
-

i

,t

The Graaf & Hayward Co. Store i,
Chase and Sanborn's Sole Agency.

Uranus
PURE THING8 TO EAT

Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the pro
bate court, today mpUsd to the elec
tion boards in every, precinct of the
county their commissions1 to serve at
the election for justices of the peace
and constables which "vill be held
Monday; The boards were appointed
'
at a
,byj the 'county commissioner
-"
sp&cial meeting held last' weekj'

Home"

Start Right

Method of Ironing
Shirts

Make One Good
Resolution

Is the "press machine" method,
the process we use in our
laundry.
By this system your shirt
bossoms are ironed without
friction, motion, or undue wear
from any cause. The shirt
bossoma are placed upon the
flat, softly padded ironing
hoards and presses against the
steam heated Ironing plate
bring held there until Ironed
t.nd dry.
;.
There Is no motion, so no
stretching and no pulling of
your shirts. They keep their
better
shape
and
wear
longer. And our process 'gives
a handsome domestio finish
that even hand ironing cannot
Continued patronage
equel.
will prove, to you tha we both
make your linens looks better
and wear longer.

For i9ii
and Use

Our Fresh
Rbasted
Coffee

BOUCHER
The Coffee Man

P.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry-Phon- e

Grind
to Suit You.

S.-- Will

Main 81.

cSfc LUMP

of

of

The Modern

Wood

BREAKFAST

Guaranteed to run with twenty
.:i. ... does itseii.

r
..j
taucet ana your wasmng

"Complete

Bank

D. Hf. CONDON

Pleasure for You.
i!

explain its features to you.

J. C.

Las Vegas, New Mexico,

SCREENED

Will Make Wash Day a

arii

jj.r

The

V;

'art''"-

ras

Phone Main

drinks.

).",

nLtf-..- -!,

Las Vegas Roller Mills

(Boat ZZZSS

r

J

We throw in a lot of golf

.

FLOUR"

Pirst Rational

I

a!! the Way From
$1.25 to $1.75, We

Shirts Sold

"The Circus Girl" Is the name of
A marriage license was granted a comic opera production that the
yesterday at the court house to Por-- young people of Las Vegas, who
filia Maes, aged 45, and Matias Ara-go- possess histrionic and musical talents
f
aged 64. Both reside in Las will stage in the near future for the f
benefit of the park improvement
Vegas.
fund. Lawrence Clark, who is to ap
Boots and shoes made to order for pear in the piece and assist in its
G. C. Price, the' engineer who will
cripples a specialty. My old custom staging, has received a letter Inform
ers and the public are generally in ing him that the scores for the opera superintend the construction of the
vited to call and see me. Joe Mar have been mailed to him. They are new road to Mora, says that active
tin 521 Sixth street.
expected to arrive tonight or tomor work will begin in a short time. He
row.
Several prominent musicians ia busily engaged at present In ar
There will be a regular communica have consented to appear in. the ranging the preliminary preparations
for the undertaking. Bids have been
tion of Chaupman lodge No. 2, A. F. opera.
asked for supplies for the construc- & A. M. Thursday evening, Decem
5.
on
were
Work in Fellowcraft degree.
ber
camps. As soon as these have been
Many of the chickens that
All vieitlng brethren are welcome.
exhibition at the poultry show re- received and the contracts let
mained In the Coors building until to- squad of convicts will be sent here
There will be Installation of offi day because their owners, on account from Santa Fe to build the road. Te
cers of the Fraternal Brotherhood of the cold weather, were unable to rltorlal Engineer C. D. Miller will
lodge Friday evening after which re come in from the country and take come here this week to look over the
freshments will be served and a so charge of them. The fowls were ground and arrange for the beginning
cial time enjoyed by the members.
taken care of by the poultry associa- of the work.
tion. Some of the roosters have aidThe monuments with which the ed materially In getting people in the
Many people do not know It, but
Santa Fe trail Is to be marked in neighborhood of the building up the drivers of motor cars are obliged
131.
San Miguel county are expected to bright and early these cold mornings, to blanket their steeds just as do the
arrive soon. The county commission- something alarm clocks have been un- owners of horses. It is rather amus
ers will lose no time in getting them able to accomplish.
ing to watch a man drive up with a
big touring car and carefully drape
placed immediately after their
Many Lasv Vegas people will regret a blanket or fur robe about the hood
to learn of the death of Wt H. Vigus before leaving the machine. It apJudge Manuel Martinez 'held a which occurred at the home of his pears that the "tummies" of the autos
ESTABLISHED. 187B
short session of the probate court mother in Augusta, Me., December 13 are as apt to get chilled through as
this morning.
Little business was Mr. Vigus is survived by a widow and are the interior arrangements of
transacted and the court adjourned little son, Victor. Mr. and Mrs. Vig good horse. This is due to the fact
until this afternoon at 2 o'clock. The us were both well known In Las Ve that the cylinders are water cooled
cases to be heard related to adop- gas. He was employed as bookkeep- and freeze easily.
tions and were three in number.
er and stenographer for the Las Ve
gas Electric Light and Power com
Last evening the Las Vegas Aerie
T. W. Smith, the cement contractor, pany before, he became too ill to work, of the Fraternal Order
of Eagles in
who left Las Vegas about six' weeks while Mrs. Vigus was teacher of sten
stalled its otneers lor the coming
ago to spend the winter in California, ography and penmanship in the Nor year. Following the installation
OF
is now in Phoenix, Ariz., where he mal.
banquet and social session was held.
will remain until spring. Mr. Smith
The officers installed were HughCal
has written friends here that he has
A report waa in circulation
last loway, worthy president;
John T,
landed several contracts in Phoenix. evening that District Attorney Chas.
E,
Thompson, worthy
First National Bank Building, 6th St.
W. G. Ward, who left Monday for C. Ward,
secretary; Vincent Truder,
Joe Martin who left Las Vegas Mora, had suffered severely from the
treasurer; W. C. Dennis, conductor
several years ago, after a residence cold on the overland trip and was Alfred
Nolette, chaplain; Manuel Mar
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
here of sixteen years, is back and laid up with a pair of frozen limbs tinez and A. M.
Adler, trustees.
will again engage in the shoe repair- in the Walton hotel at the county
E. D. RAYNOLDS. Cashier
ing business. Mr. Martin and family seat town. Investigation- - develoDed
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
Holiday rates on the railorads end
have been living in Oklahoma since that the rumor was untrue, much to
ed yesterday and as a result all the
leaving here, but they think there is the relief of Mr. Ward's friends. In
were loaded down with
A general banking business transacted.
no place like Vegas.
a conversation over the long distance outgoing trains
visitors beginning their jour
holiday
Interest paid on time deposits.
telephone, he stated that he was all
ney home just before their tickets ex
A laboring man who has been on O. K. and would be home tomorrow,
pired. The railroads report that holi
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
the water wagon for over a year,
day travel was not quite so heavy as
fell off last night. He grew boisterBefore the big statehood meeting
last year but that many people avail
ous and attempted to clean out a in the Duncan opera house
Friday ed themselves of the liberal reduc
saloon on Sixth street. He was arrest, night the Greater Las Vegas band
ed and fined and promised Police will play. It also will play during tions in rates.
Judge Murray he would behave In the the program. Other details of the
future. He has a family.
Today about fifteen cars making
meeting have all been provided for
of the California Limit
up
equipment
and those who attend are sure to
hear something interesting in regard ed, the Santa Fe's fast train to the
to the constitution. Governor Mills coast, were brought through here.
and O.' A. Larrazolo are to be the The cars are blng deadheaded back
Anthracite Coal, all sizes. Steam Coal.
to Chicago.
Just before the holi
principal speakers.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
days there was a great rush of travel
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com to the coast, which accounts for the
accumulation of equipment in Los An
pany will hold its regular monthly
business meeting Friday evening in geles.
Phone Itlain 21
Foot Main St.
on
its quarters
street,
Bridge
After being in the hospital for six
Arrangements for the company's big
Sliced Sunkist Oranges
dance to be given on February 22, months, Ed. S. Scott, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. J. Scott of this city, and who
with Dunham's Shredded
will be further perfected.
Commit
tees
have been working on the affair grew to manhood in Las Vegas, has
Cocoanut
reported for work.' He was checked
for several months.
in as station agent at Gage, Okla., for
Bids for the carrying of the mail the Santa Fe Railway the first of the
Fine Fat Mackerel
route from Las Vegas to Gonzales year. His many friends here will be
must be In Washington not later than glad to learn of his complete recov
Meets the demands of all classes, rich and poor, high and low,
December 10. The route is to be car ery.
inasmuch as they are good, pure, wholesome drinks, at comFrench Fried Potatoes ried twice a week.
The length of the
The funeral of Francisco Rivera,
paratively a moderate cost.
route is forty miles, over good roads
was frozen to death while on his
who
To see it is to like it,
Buck Wheat Cakes with Pure Casa Grande, Mishawaka, Cherry- way to his home at Vegoso Saturday
vale and Gonzales are the settlements
To drink it is to enjoy it
night, was held today at Vegoso.
Rock MapleSyrup
to be reached.
To speak of it is to praise it

Brain

I

, i

Before

ette's barber shop.

Is canned in Burlington, Vermont
and we guarantee it to be

all
1 1
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VOTE

It is of great importance that
all the voters who wish to cast
their ballots on January 21, at
the election for the adoption or
rejection of the constitution for
the new state register now. The
books are now
registration
open and will remain so until
January 11, when they will be
closed- - For the city and town
of Las Vegas registrations will
be made In the following places:
Precinct No. 29, at City Hall;
Precinct No. 5, at office of El
Independiente; Precinct "No. 3,
at home of Jose Blea; Precinct
No. 6, at store of Eufemlo Lu- cero y Jlron.
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CRYSTAL
MOVING

THEATRE
PICTURES

f
f
f

Program changes Sunday,
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday
.

f
f
f

HAFFNERCD
ENGRAVERS-PRINTER- ?

f

f

FOR SALE A well established and
and
splendid plying mercantile
Tony Faust Budwelser beer ia
hotel business in Colfax county.
on
tap at the Opera Bar and Is one
Co.
See. Harris Real Estate
of the finest draft beers served over
bar In the city.
The man who thinks he can afford any
to; ride in taxis borrows money- or
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
them'from the man who knows he f Best draught beer In the city, nt in the wood,v Direct Horn distillery,
''
' "
'
eflifff
the 'Lobby, of course.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

DBNVDK, CQIQ

-

.

